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ABSTRACT
The number of safety incidents in the construction industry is higher than
that in most of the other industries. These safety incidents can be attributed to a lack
of information and training. The new line of thinking in management has been
moving toward predictive decision-making methods with the aid of artificial
intelligence (AI). In this regard, the construction industry has been lagging on
embracing modern management concepts. Hence, it is vital to re-engineer
construction management to be on par with industries such as manufacturing.
Building Information Modelling (BIM) can be recognized as the most promising
technology that is introduced to the construction sector in the recent past. The
information contained in a BIM model can be manipulated to aid construction safety
management. This research presents BIM-based methods for predictive safety
planning in the construction industry. At first, a comprehensive review of
construction management challenges was conducted. This review revealed that
although there are some studies regarding BIM-based predictive decision-making,
still some knowledge gaps can be mentioned in the safety management of
construction workers and building residents. To address the mentioned challenges,
at first, this study integrates BIM with fuzzy logic to improve predictive safety
planning to reduce the safety incidents in the construction projects. A Fuzzy
Inference System (FIS) was developed based on the causality of safety incidents.
The FIS extracts construction project data from BIM models while automatically
assessing the risk of each potential hazard and also the total risk of a project. The
proposed method enables construction managers to prevent construction incidents
and enhance the health and safety of construction workers. Furthermore, this study
develops a methodological framework for rule checking and the safety-focused
ruleset for BIM-enabled building construction projects in Ontario, Canada.
Identified safety standards were defined in Solibri Model checker software as a
ruleset. The outcomes of this section will ensure the occupant’s safety through a
proper design. Moreover, the findings of this will support promoting BIM in the
Canadian construction industry.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Problem Statement
The construction industry is one of the most dangerous industries. According
to the latest report of Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
published for occupations in the U.S., 40% of workplace accidents and 20.7% (or
971 out of 5,147) of workers who were killed on the job in 2017 were in the
construction industry [1]. According to the previous safety-related studies, major
construction accident causes are harsh site conditions, human behavior, unsafe work
methods, and unsafe equipment [2].
Safety management can be effectively performed by determining the
hazards. Hazard identification can commence from preconstruction and span
throughout the operational stage [3]. Challenges for hazard identification include
inappropriate data sharing among project participants, decision making based on
uncertain information, non-standard procedure, and undisciplined tasks [4][5].
Identifying the cause-effect relationship for safety incidents will provide a plausible
basis for safety management [4]. Historical data-based accident analysis presents
useful but general information regarding the safety assessment of the project. Due
to the uniqueness of each project, the type of information is not adequate to predict
the date and location of the occurred accidents. Therefore, to provide an easier
understanding of construction sequence and predict places and activities with a high
level of risk, a proactive preventive decision-making method is required. This
method must be capable of evaluating the data for detecting unsafe conditions and
acts [6].
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is the most convenient solution that
can mobilize the construction sector to keep on par with comparable industries. BIM
1

has been creating a paradigm shift in the construction sector. BIM

digitally

represents the physical and functional characteristics of a building, systems, and
components that aid the life cycle management of construction projects [7][8][9].
Moreover, BIM provides a multidisciplinary environment that brings all project
participants together [10][11][12]. BIM model is an information repository that can
support construction managers in their decision making.
The use of predictive and smart techniques is considered as the contemporary
utopia in decision making. Predictive decision-making methods support narrowing
the gap between the known and unknown. Incorporating predictive techniques can
enhance construction management decision making. Until the emergence of BIM,
there has not been a reliable basis to support predictive decision making in
construction. BIM’s ability to store physical and functional data along with cost,
schedule, sustainability, and facilities management allows extracting projectspecific data for further analysis and prediction [13][14][15]-[17]. Recently, there
has been a growing interest in Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC)
industry in using BIM for safety management [14][15]. In this regard, the dispersed
research on numerous capabilities of BIM needs to be merged to identify trends in
research particularly in the lens of construction management.
Previous studies on BIM-based safety management have focused on (i)
safety planning and scheduling, (ii) hazard detection, and (iii) collaboration and
communication enhancement. BIM supports enhanced communication and
collaboration that enables constructors to share their knowledge with designers to
propose safety improvements throughout the project life cycle [18][19]. GolparvarFard et al. reported that the integration of BIM and D4AR presents a better
visualization of construction operations and their sequences to provide an easy-tounderstand and detailed model for project participants for improving remote
monitoring [20]. Le proposed the integration of BIM with mobile web map service
and GIS to enable useful and essential data exchange in real-time for Risk
2

Management of Adjacent Buildings [21]. Identifying the causality of project hazards
supports enhancing safety [22]. Detecting project hazards with BIM has been
another research interest in academia. Several studies have used BIM as the data
domain to perform safety checks. Qi et al. and Zhang et al. proposed a BIM-based
method to check fall hazards [4][23]. This approach allows construction managers
to take preventive measures during the preconstruction stage [23]. Chavada et al.
presented the integration of BIM with the Critical Path Method (CPM) to enable
safety managers to accurately manage workspaces on construction sites for
preventing works incidents [24]. The third major area of research has been safety
management through safety-focused planning and scheduling. Project safety can be
enhanced through the scheduling and planning performed by simulation [25]. Moon
et al. integrated BIM with a genetic algorithm to develop an active simulation for
minimizing the simultaneous interference level of the schedule-workspace [26].
This approach aids managers to solve schedule-workspace interference and prevent
safety hazards. Zhang and Hu proposed a BIM-based framework to analyze conflicts
and structural safety problems before starting the project to prevent safety incidents
occurring during the construction phase [27].
A comprehensive literature review of the existing BIM-based research in
safety management revealed two critical knowledge gaps: 1) overlooking the
uncertainty of BIM-based safety assessment methods and 2) a lack of Canadian
BIM-based rulesets for building resident safety. These two gaps are briefly
discussed in the following.
1) Overlooking the uncertainty of BIM-based safety assessment methods
Hazard identification and risk assessment are key steps in safety
management [28]. An expert system can assess construction safety risks. However,
expert systems are generally associated with their inherent uncertainties [29]. Based
on previous studies in construction management, fuzzy logic has been used to
3

address uncertainties. Researchers have used fuzzy logic to manage cost, schedule,
and safety in construction projects [29]-[33]. On the other hand, a BIM model-based
expert system can predict the construction safety risks more accurately. BIM-based
expert systems have been researched in the past for construction safety risk
assessment. For example, Zhang et al. [34] proposed a BIM-based Risk
Identification Expert System (B-RIES) to solve challenges in traditional safety risk
identification and assessment in tunnel construction. However, a BIM-based FIS has
not been used for construction project risk assessment.
2) A lack of Canadian BIM-based rulesets for building resident safety
Building codes assist the construction sector to reduce hazards and ensure
the safety of construction workers and future occupants [35][36]. Engineers are
required to adhere to the above codes and standards during the detailed design. BIMbased model checking evaluates a building design based on a set of rules [35]. Most
of the BIM-based previous studies have performed model checking using rules
based on the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), National
Building Code of Canada (NBCC), etc. Standard rulesets available in model
checking applications include some sections such as general space check, the
intersection between architectural components and MEP models, and architectural
models. However, no approach has dealt with BIM-based safety-related Canadian
building codes or the Canadian Standards Association (CSA).
1.2 Objectives
The overall objective of this research project is to develop a BIM-based
approach for predictive safety planning in the construction industry. During this
research, BIM-based methods are presented to enhance the safety of construction
workers and building residents. The following are specific sub-objectives of this
work:
1. Determine the causality of construction safety hazards.
4

2. Develop a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) to predict the safety risk of a
construction project.
3. Develop a BIM-based safety risk assessment method by combining BIM
and FIS.
4. Develop a safety ruleset to ensure the safety of building users.
5. Develop a BIM-based strategy map to enhance construction safety.
1.3 Research Methodology
The mentioned objectives are achieved using a specific methodology. Four
interrelated phases form the methodology for this project. These phases are outlined
in the diagram in Figure 1-1.

5

Figure 1-1: Overview of the Research Methodology
6

1.3.1 Phase 1: A literature review to determine the causality of construction
safety hazards
In the first phase, major construction hazards and their causes were
identified. Publications by reputed institutions such as National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), Worker Safety Insurance Board (WSIB), and
Infrastructure Health & Safety Association (IHSA) were reviewed. According to the
above sources, six major hazards in the construction industry are fall hazards, struck
by objects hazards, construction machinery hazards, electrical hazards, suffocation
hazards, and fire hazards. Literature was used to identify the main causes of
construction hazards. Moreover, the sub-causes of construction hazards were
identified from the literature. In this way, a total of 104 sub-causes were detected.
1.3.2 Phase 2: FIS-based Safety Risk Assessment Tool
MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox was used for computations in this research. It
provides graphical user interfaces, MATLAB functions, and Simulink blocks for
designing and simulating Fuzzy Logic systems. To build the mentioned risk model
in MATLAB, 14 FISs and 4859 FIS rules were defined for six construction hazards,
namely, fall hazard, struck by object hazard, construction machinery hazard,
electrical hazard, suffocation hazard, and fire hazard. The process of modeling the
risk equation in MATLAB for assessing the safety risk of construction projects was
divided into two stages.
Stage 1: Hazard Analysis: In Stage 1, the occurrence and consequence of
each hazard were calculated. To calculate these two parameters, one FIS was defined
for each hazard. Therefore, 12 FISs were prepared in Stage 1. Hazard analysis
includes 4 steps, namely determining inputs and outputs, determining membership
functions, determining fuzzy rules and inference engine, and defuzzification.
7

Stage 2: Risk aggregation: In Stage 2, the occurrence and consequence of
each hazard are used as the inputs to calculate the safety risk of each hazard. FIS 13
is used to calculate the safety risk of each hazard. Moreover, FIS 14 is applied to
calculate the total safety risk of a construction project. The steps of Stage 2 are like
those of Stage 1. At the end of this stage, the total risk of the project is calculated
through the defuzzification process in FIS 14.
The defuzzified value should be interpreted into understandable terms to be
useful for construction managers or experts. The five-level safety risk interpretation
was defined based on previous construction safety risk analysis [37][38]. The
proposed methodology determines the degree of membership of safety risks to each
safety risk level. The use of linguistic expressions reflects the vague imprecise fuzzy
atmosphere of a construction site.
1.3.3 Phase 3: BIM and FIS integration
Project-specific data are obtained from a BIM model. BIM models contain
comprehensive data and information from a construction project. The proposed
fuzzy expert system was linked with BIM using the external links. “Ideate
BIMLink” software was interlinked with Autodesk Revit as a plug-in to obtain
safety risk-related data from the BIM model [39]. Using this software plug-in is
necessary since Autodesk Revit is not able to generate the files with .xls format.
Moreover, to interlink BIM with FIS, an .xls file format must be generated.
MATLAB reads this file format containing safety risk data. The fuzzy-based expert
system automatically loads the intended data for each section and starts calculating
the safety risk of the construction project.
1.3.4 Phase 4: BIM-based design checking
In this phase, first, a comprehensive review was conducted to determine
safety-related regulations, standards, and best practices included in the Ontario
Building Code (OBC) and standards published by Canada Standards Association
8

(CSA). Then, a methodological framework including five steps, namely, building
rule identification, decision table preparation, the ruleset preparation, BIM object
checking, and building model diagnosis was developed. This framework is useful
for rule checking and the safety-focused ruleset for BIM-enabled building
construction projects in Ontario, Canada. Identified safety standards were defined in
Solibri Model checker software as a ruleset. A case study was conducted to
demonstrate how the proposed ruleset is implemented.
1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis consists of five chapters with the following contents:
Chapter 1 describes the problem statement, research gaps, motivation,
objectives, methodology, and the overall methodology framework. Chapter 2
presents a comprehensive literature review on the related topics. Chapters 3 and 4
are focused on the deliverables of this research, the BIM-FIS-based safety risk
assessment tool, and the Canadian BIM-based safety ruleset. Finally, Chapter 5
discusses

conclusions,

contributions,

limitations,

and

future

research

recommendations. Further details of each process are discussed in the following
chapters.
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CHAPTER 2
A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF BIM-BASED APPROACHES RELATED TO
PREDICTIVE DECISION-MAKING IN CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
2.1 Construction Safety
The construction industry is a key determinant of the socio-economic
development of a country [1][2]. The construction sector accounts for 6.7% and 7%
of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the United Kingdom and Canada
respectively [3][4]. A significant portion of a nation’s workforce is employed in the
construction sector. Hence, good management of the construction industry has direct
implications for the economy. However, the construction industry has been
criticized for its lack of emphasis on modern management practices [5]-[8]. Statistics
show that construction site fatalities include 20% of all occupational fatalities in the
United States [9]. Moreover, 40% of the total accidents in Japan and 25% in the
United Kingdom are related to construction accidents such as falls, construction
machinery hazards, and electrocution [10]. Construction accidents cost billions of
dollars as health costs, lost time, property damage, and permanent disabilities of
victims [11]. The ultimate goal of safety management is to achieve zero accidents
[11]. Lack of proper coordination of project data [33][34] and lack of integration in
the structure of the industry [28][29][32] are the major challenges that prevent the
construction site from being safe. To prevent construction incidents, state-of-the-art
safety systems need to be developed [17].
2.2 Building Information Modeling (BIM)
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is the closest solution that could
mobilize the construction sector to keep on par with comparable industries. BIM has
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been creating a paradigm shift in the construction sector. BIM digitally represents
physical and functional characteristics of a building, systems, and components that
aid life cycle management of construction project [18][19][20]. Moreover, BIM
provides a multidisciplinary environment that brings all project participants
together[21][22][23]. BIM model is an information repository that can support
construction managers in their decision making. Recently, BIM has been employed
in Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) industry for improving
schedule management, cost management, safety management, and quality
management [24][25].
2.3 Construction Management Challenges
Cost, schedule, and quality have been referred to as the construction
management triangle. With the increased emphasis on worker safety, a new
challenge has been imposed for construction managers. These challenges were used
as the framework for conducting this research.
2.3.1 Schedule Management:
Generating a schedule requires broad information while the final schedule
does not explain the process and assumptions behind the activity sequences. To
generate an effective schedule, all details such as resource and equipment allocation,
time-cost trade-offs, constructability issues, and optimum productivity should be
addressed [26]. The accuracy of a project schedule may vary based on the experience
and knowledge of the construction manager [27]. A project planner should
determine the sequence for construction activities to allocate resources properly and
use limited site spaces effectively. Currently, most of the decision makings in the
construction projects are manual. Due to the huge volume of information that should
be handled, this manual method causes a large burden on the project team.
Furthermore, real-time data can provide valuable information in this regard.
However, the human-based decision-making process cannot appropriately
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incorporate the type of data due to its limitations regarding performing what-if
scenario analysis [28]. For instance, when work crews of different specialties
working on concurrent activities share a common workplace, their activities may
interfere, leading to time-space conflicts [29]. Moreover, scope changes are common
in any construction project. Scope changes should be updated in schedules. Current
scheduling tools require complex and time-consuming data entry to reflect the
changes incorporated [30]. More importantly, the final schedule should be
synchronized with all project participants. Besides, many clients cannot relate
affected activities by viewing a CPM schedule due to some difficulties in visualizing
the project sequence [30]. In addition, some construction-related activities are
subject to significant uncertainty. Diverse possible sources of uncertainty are
unavailable resources, adverse weather conditions, strikes, activities that may take
some time compared to the originally estimated, imprecise date of arrival of material
in comparison with project time plan. It is obvious that human-centered method of
planning is error prone and involves uncertainty and variability during the
construction phase [7]. Therefore, predictive schedule management is required to
prevent the mentioned challenges related to human-centered or traditional method
of planning and scheduling.
2.3.2 Cost Management:
Accurate cost estimation at early project stages prevents cost overruns. Cost
estimators need to consider historical cost data and market trends to estimate costs
with higher accuracy [31]. Limited information availability and uncertainty are the
main challenges for the above quest that create major impacts on the final project
outcome [32]-[34][35][36]. Other hurdles for cost management include poor site
management, waiting for information, changes in scope, aggressive competition,
and low speed of decision making [37]-[39][40]. Another challenge for estimators
is understanding how building design influences construction costs. Traditional
estimating software help estimators to make a relationship between a component in
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a product model and a cost item in a cost-estimating database. However, these
relationships do not represent the estimator’s rationale for relating the design and
cost information. Therefore, automated support is necessary to store and use the
estimator’s rationale [41]. As a result, throughout the lifecycle of a project, a key
parameter for the success of the project is decision-making related to cost control.
The parameter requires historical data access to enable the project manager to input
project cost and duration properly for decision making in different stages of projects.
Thus, a predictive decision-making method is needed to extract useful information
from the huge volume of historical cost data stored in a database and totally improve
the cost estimation quality [7].
2.3.3 Safety Management:
Safety incidents adversely impact project efficiency and economy [42].
Safety management can be effectively performed through the determination of
hazards. Hazard identification can commence from preconstruction and span
throughout the operational stage [43]. Challenges for hazard identification include
inappropriate data sharing among project participants, decision making based on
uncertain information, non-standard procedure, and undisciplined tasks [42][44].
Identifying the cause-effect relationship for safety incidents will provide a plausible
basis for safety management [42]. Historical-data-based accidents analysis presents
useful but general information regarding the safety assessment of the project. Due
to the uniqueness of each project, the type of information is not adequate to predict
the date and location of accidents occurrence. Therefore, to provide an easier
understanding of construction sequence and predict places and activities with a high
level of risk, a proactive preventive decision-making method is required. This
method must be capable of evaluating the data for detecting unsafe conditions and
acts [45].
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2.3.4 Quality Management:
Construction quality management includes control measures to avoid
defects, errors, rework, and failure [46]. Quality issues in construction projects result
in cost overrun, time overrun, and non-conformance to requirements [47].
Construction quality issues may arise due to multiple reasons such as documentation
errors [48], poor managerial practices [49], construction error, change, and omission
[50]. Quality management is a data-intensive process. Traditional methods are
implemented by on-site inspection and control and managers use manual recording
by paper-based documents, leading to inefficient management. Thus, the same as
the previous sections of construction management, a predictive decision-making
method is necessary to avoid defects in construction projects.
The traditional view on construction management ignores causality due to a
lack of data. Figure 2-1 summarizes the above-mentioned construction management
challenges.

Figure 2-1: Construction Management Challenges
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2.3.5 Predictive Decision-making:
Industries and organizations around the world are currently moving toward
proactive decision-making methods to enhance the economy and productivity of
organizational operations [51]. Predictive decision making includes complex
functions and heavily depends on the reliability of data [52]. This approach has
emerged from data science where it identifies patterns in big data to make forecasts.
Moreover, the consequences of decisions must be also analyzed to optimize the
solution [53].
Predictive decision-making is a key factor to achieve success in construction
projects that require handling large amounts of data, conflicting aspects, and clashes
[54]. This mechanism aids managers to characterize complex scenarios in all four
sections of construction project management before starting the project [55]. For
example, predictive decision making will support on-time project completion within
the planned budget [56]. Applying the predictive decision models increase the
accuracy of estimates at the pre-project planning. This accuracy, in turn, allows
completing construction projects within the estimated budget [57]. There are some
decision-making support methods in the construction industry. The first one is the
Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) method [55], which provides separating
numerous criteria, regardless of the character of the data [54]. This method, also,
considers qualitative data in the decision-making process and transforms them into
linguistic terms. The most common MCDM methods are AHP, Elektra, Promethee,
Copras-G, and fuzzy sets [55]. The second method is the decision-making trees. This
non-parametric method summarizes all events that may occur as a result of making
particular decision aid managers deal with decision-making problems with multiple
branching variants [58]. The last method is Case-based Reasoning (CBR), which is
an artificial intelligence-related approach comprising a knowledge base containing
information from previous real-life cases to provide the skills to cope with new
situations [59]. One of the common CBR methods is Monte Carlo simulation [60].
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2.4 BIM for Predictive Decision Making in Construction Management
Being a repository of project life cycle data, BIM helps predictive decisionmaking [2][4]. In the following, various methods used for BIM-based construction
management decision-making are discussed.
2.4.1 Schedule Management:
BIM-based schedule management had a rising trend in recent years [61][67]. In the domain of schedule management, previous researchers have focused on
five areas, namely, schedule overlap and delay minimizing, automated scheduling,
error and incompleteness detection, clash detection, and lean construction.
Schedule overlap is inherently risky because it increases uncertainties and
leads to more changes during a construction project and rework [68]. Overlapping
tasks can exist in both highly-detailed project schedules and high-level summary
schedules. Moon et al. presented an active construction schedule management
system by integrating BIM, fuzzy-based risk analysis algorithm, and genetic
algorithms

[69]. This method found the optimal schedule with a minimum

overlapping level for project managers. Management of a construction project in the
design and execution phase heavily depends on easier access to data [14][13]. BIM
and GIS integration eliminates data redundancy, enables seamless data transfer
between design and construction, and achieves optimum schedule for a construction
project [70]. Bansal and Pal (2009) made an early attempt on 4D visualization of
construction sequence by linking GIS and project schedule with a 3D model of the
project [71][72]. This process allowed a less experienced project participant to
understand what should be built when it is scheduled and where it is installed.
Therefore, this process provides the shortest schedule of operating this project to the
construction project manager. Irizarry and Karan integrated BIM and GIS to
determine the optimal locations of tower cranes. The outcome of this research solved
the problem of identifying optimal locations for a minimal number of tower cranes
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that could eliminate potential conflicts in schedule [73]. Chen and Nguyen integrated
BIM and WMS for construction material selection [74]. This approach provided
multiple data related to material, such as locations, availability, costs, and
transportation methods that help the project team estimate the final cost and delivery
time of the material. Integration of semantic web with BIM and GIS can assist the
construction manager in the enhancement of access to data, eliminating the paper
documentation, recording data in a multimedia format, removing the
misunderstanding in the documents, and collaboration improvement among the
project participants [13]. Multiple projects have attempted to improve the
interoperability between BIM and GIS. Karan and Irizarry proposed a method to
enhance the interoperability of BIM, GIS, and semantic web to manage in the
preconstruction stage. This approach allows BIM users to easily use the building
and geospatial data from web-based data providers. In another project, Karan et al.
developed semantic web technology to enhance semantic interoperability between
BIM and GIS using EXPRESS schema [87]. Kang and Hong proposed a method to
enhance the integration of BIM, GIS, and FM systems [77].
Automated scheduling is a key domain in BIM-based project management
research that reduces the time required to create the project schedule. Estimation of
activity duration is a challenge in the preconstruction stage. Accurate activity
duration directly correlated with project management experience. Mikulakova et al.
proposed a knowledge-based system for automated schedule generation. This
method combined BIM, and construction processes with past data from successfully
executed similar projects in determining the project duration [78]. Developing such
knowledge-based systems for predicting work task durations has been a growing
domain of research over the recent past [79]. Wang and Rezazadeh proposed a BIMbased framework for generating the project schedules of concrete-framed buildings.
This method is based on using prior knowledge to develop rules by considering
building objects and their attributes to generate a list of work packages, along with
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their duration, and sequences [80]. Cheng and Chang presented an optimization
model for BIM-based dynamic task scheduling for construction site material site
layout [81]. This method addressed challenges in determining resource demand.
Detection of errors and clashes is vital for schedule management. A missing
relationship between two or more activities or an incorrect scheduled sequence
among activities may lead to major disruption and delay at the construction site [72].
Pre-defining construction sequencing rules, generating task lists, and evaluating
their duration improves the accuracy of the schedule [82]. Park et al. proposed a
method for automated registration of daily photos to 4D BIM. This method enabled
the identification of BIM objects associated with corresponding photos to grasp the
contents and context

[83]. A clash can be geometric, schedule-based, or

changes/updates not made to drawings [73]. Li et al. applied BIM and Radio
Frequency Identification Device (RFID) to enhance coordination between project
stakeholders. This method first identifies and analyzes the critical schedule risk
factors and, followed by developing an RFID-enabled BIM platform that integrates
different involved stakeholders and information flow to handle the critical schedule
factor. This research attempted at ensuring timely project delivery in prefabricated
housing construction by addressing schedule risks [84]. Wang et al. developed a
method to assess the precast concrete bridge deck panels automatically. BIM has
been used for maintenance projects in recent years. Chen and Tang proposed a
workflow design integrating BIM and digital programming to address schedule and
cost uncertainties during the maintenance stage. This method can prevent the delays
in building maintenance [85]. Biagini et al. used laser scanning and BIM for
construction management historical building restoration projects by reconstructing
a digital model of the building [86].
BIM is of good assistance in implementing modern management techniques
such as lean construction to reduce time wastes during construction projects
[25][26]. Same researchers used lean construction and BIM for the optimization of
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material procurement. Sheikhkhoshkar et al. proposed automated and cost-effective
planning to resolve the problem of traditional methods of designing construction
joints [87]. Kim et al. developed a BIM-based framework for estimating demolition
wastes in the design phase [88]. This method estimates the C&D waste generation
and waste management costs. Furthermore, it provides data for recycling practices,
environmental impact assessment, and disaster preparedness. Table 2-1 provides an
overview of published literature on BIM-based schedule management
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Table 2-1: BIM-based articles related to schedule management
BIM-based

Techniques and Purposes

Country

Year

Approaches
Lean Construction



Clash detection



Error and incompleteness
detection

Automated Scheduling

Schedule overlap and
Delay minimization

Studies
[69]

The integration of BIM, Fuzzy theory, and Genetic Algorithm (GA) to enhance Korea

2015

the operational performance of a project
[66]



The integration of BIM, Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) file, and GA to provide China



2016

an optimal schedule
[63]





The integration of BIM, simulation, optimization, and ontology to facilitate the Canada

2015

automatic generation of optimized activity level construction schedule for under
resource constraints building projects
[64]



The integration of BIM, simulation, optimization, and ontology to manage Korea



2012

construction schedules by conducting a dynamic visualization of the construction
procedure given the optimized schedules
[72]





The integration of BIM, and GIS to manage each stage of projects, which in turn India

2009

causes an impeccable schedule
[75],





The integration of BIM, GIS, and Semantic Web (SW) technology to process the USA
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2015

[76]

transferred data between construction project participants

[73]



[77]



[89]







The integration of BIM and GIS to identify feasible locations of tower cranes

USA

2012

The integration of BIM and GIS to improve facilities management

Korea

2015

The integration of BIM with RFID to enable managers to track and match both the China

2020

dynamic site needs and supply status of materials
[74]



The integration of BIM and Web Map Service (WMS) to present a source selection Taiwan



2019

of sustainable construction materials as a decision support tool
[90]

The integration of BIM, LBS, WBS, and OPS to apply construction schedule in Italia



2018

the context of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
[78]



The integration of BIM and Case-based Reasoning (CBR) to solve difficulties in Germany



2010

the construction process and determine the planning subject
[91]

The integration of BIM with RFID to improve prefabricated construction Singapore



2020

scheduling
[80]

The integration of BIM, Rule-based Reasoning (RBR), and CBR reasoning to Canada



2019

generate automated schedules for concrete-framed buildings
[92]



The integration of BIM and Application Programming Interface (API) to quantify Canada



2017

the ripple effect of owner-requested design changes
[83]

The integration of BIM and Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) to USA



2018

automatically register daily photos and determine BIM objects
[93]





The integration of BIM and LPS to handle the complexity involved in construction Brazil
projects
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2019

[94]



The integration of BIM and LPS to enhance productivity and decrease construction Germany

2019

waste
[95]

A BIM-based study to digitalize geotechnical works and reduce reworks



[88]





Russia

2020

The integration of BIM and direct as well as an indirect method of construction Korea

2017

waste quantification to reach efficient and streamlined planning and management
[87]







The integration of BIM, Optimization, and Ontology to introduce an automated Iran

2019

solution for concrete joint positioning
[81]





The integration of BIM, Optimization, and Ontology to investigate the Taiwan

2018

optimization of material layout from the perspective of dynamic task scheduling
[84]

The integration of BIM and RFID to address delay problems in prefabrication Hong



housing construction
[96]





2017

Kong

The integration of BIM and Laser Scanner Data to automatically estimate the Singapore

2018

dimensions of precast concrete bridge deck panels
[85]



The integration of BIM and API to propose an innovative management workflow China

2019

design to implement an efficient schedule of building fabric maintenance
[86]





The integration of BIM and Laser Scanner Data to develop an innovative approach Italy

2016

regarding restoration of historical building management
[97]



The integration of BIM with Takt Time and Discrete Event Simulation (DES) to Iran
achieve optimal planning
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2020

2.4.2 Cost Management:
BIM-based cost management research entails four key research areas,
namely automated cost estimation and prediction, cost optimization, clash detection,
and economic evaluation. Automated cost estimation has been the most popular
area of research in BIM-based cost management. Zhiliang et al. proposed a BIM
IFC-based approach to develop an information requirement model for estimating
construction cost. The extended IFC standards presented in this study provide
division-item property sets, cost-items, and mathematical relationships. The results
of this study demonstrate the capability of this approach to develop automated BIMbased application software for construction cost estimating[98]. Lee et al. proposed
an automated work item searching system based on the integration of BIM with the
ontological inference process. The proposed approach, aids cost estimators to use
BIM data more easily and find work items with greater ease. Moreover, it eliminates
the need for the intervention of cost estimator’s subjectivity [99]. Xu et al. proposed
a framework by integrating BIM with semantic web ontology and forward chain
algorithm to establish new means of taking data from a BIM model. Next, they used
such data for creating the essential items to perform the quantity take-off. The
proposed framework aids researcher to develop a BIM-based automated cost
estimation system [100]. Cheung et al. proposed a BIM-based cost estimation
module to assess different aspects of building design in early design stages. The
multi-level cost estimation tool presented by this study enables users to
automatically obtain measurements from 30 models and evaluate the functionality,
economics, and performance of buildings [101]. Lawrence et al. integrated BIM with
query language to propose a generic approach for creating and maintaining a cost
estimate. The outcome of this approach is to add flexibility to cost estimation and
enables the estimator to encode a broad variety of relationships between the design
and estimate [102]. Niknam and Karshenas used the integration of BIM and
Semantic Web Service technologies, as well as ontology inference process to
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improve the level of cost estimation quality by reducing the human involvement in
repetitive cost estimating activities [103].
The second research approach discussed in the articles is cost optimization.
The cost optimization is a process to ensure the compliance of the cost of the
building with the estimated cost limits [104]. This process includes collecting and
measuring the cost record of a project and the work progress. The main aim of cost
optimization of a construction project is to maximize the profit in the design stages
[104][105]. Faghihi et al. proposed graphical relationships between pre-defined
objectives of cost optimization based on the integration of BIM with Pareto Front
analysis. This study presented managerial tools to help project managers to optimize
project cost and schedule [106]. Eleftheriadis et al. employed the integration of BIM
with GA and Finite Element Modeling (FEM) to propose an optimization approach
for the cost and embodied carbon optimization of reinforced concrete structures.
This approach enables managers to make proper early design decisions [107]. He et
al. developed a five-dimensional construction cost optimization model using the
integration of BIM with GA. The results of this study demonstrate the efficiency and
capability of this model to deal with the complicated problem of period and cost
[108].
As the author reviewed clash detection in schedule management, in the
following, this approach is discussed from the views of BIM experts in construction
cost management. Clash detection is an accepted BIM-based approach among all
sizes of architectural, engineering, and construction companies [109]. This approach
provides cost savings and efficiencies; therefore, 3D modeling with clash detection
is of great importance to building designers [109]. Liu and Hu proposed a 5D BIMbased cost estimation method that can be used in the electric power construction
industry. The result of this study indicates the capability of 5D BIM in collision
detection, work reduction, and rapid cost estimation [110]. Shan et al. developed a
BIM-based approach to reinforce the impact of whole process cost management
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(WPCM) in Dangerous Chemical construction projects. The outcomes of this
research are pipeline collision reduction, rework reduction, and project cost decrease
[111].
The fourth approach in BIM-based cost management is the economic
evaluation, which is a process of identification, assessment, and valuation of the
inputs and outcomes of two alternative activities [112]. The main objective of this
approach is to determine the best course of action, based on the evidence available.
There are some types of this evaluation such as cost-benefit analysis and costeffectiveness analysis [112]. Cha and Lee proposed a framework based on the
integration of BIM with time/cost analysis to identify work items and recognize the
relationships among activities. The advantage of the proposed framework is to
reduce human error and increase work efficiency [113]. Wang et al. proposed a
method by utilizing BIM and cost-based progress curve to identify established
construction progress curves. This method defines search criteria (e.g. cost item and
object) to identify takeoff objects to derive quantities of cost items related to each
activity. This study shows that this method can prevent errors in the manual typing
of cost-item names [114]. Sun et al. proposed a project cost and schedule risk early
warning model based on the integration of BIM and Earned Value Analysis (EVA)
to address the problems of traditional methods which rely on the experience of
project participants in construction management [115]. Lu et al. presented a costbenefit analysis of BIM in building projects utilizing the time-effort distribution
curve. The results of the case study in this research shows a 6.92% cost saving after
implementing BIM [116].
Reviewing the 1974-2019 articles regarding BIM-based cost management
revealed that having access to historical data to conduct a more precise cost
estimation has received more attention in the literature. Moreover, reviewed studies
show that time is a key issue to examine the success of project control. Hence,
reliable cost and time estimation of a construction project are indispensable inputs
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for decision making in the diverse stages of projects. Furthermore, based on the
approach categorization provided in this study, automation cost estimation and
prediction have the largest number of articles in the cost management section. It
means that construction experts are eager to apply automated cost estimation models
to reduce rework and cost of projects. Table 2-2 provides an overview of published
literature on BIM-based cost management.
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Table 2-2: BIM-based articles related to cost management
Study

BIM-based

Techniques and Purposes

Country

Year

Approaches
Economic Evaluation

Clash Detection

Cost Optimization

Automatic Cost Estimation

and Prediction

[98],[117]



The integration of IFC standard with BIM to provide a sound China

2010

foundation for developing the construction cost estimator software

,
2013

[118]

Using BIM-Assisted Detailed Estimating (BADE) tools to present a USA



2010

quantified evaluation method

[101]

The integration of New Rule Measurement (NRM) with BIM to England



2012

evaluate the economics and performance of the buildings, as well as
their functionality in the design stage

[115]



The integration of BIM and earned value analysis (EVA) to develop a China

2015

cost and schedule risk early warning model

[114]





The integration of BIM with cost-based progress curve (called S- Taiwan
curve) to combine schedule and cost management for data acquisition
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2016

and storage

[119]





The integration of BIM with random forest and simple linear Taiwan

2020

regression to predict BIM labor cost

[120]





The integration of BIM with Life Cycle Costing (LCC) to improve the Belgium

2020

economic dimension of the sustainability concept

[121]

The integration of BIM with Management Information Systems (MIS) Iran



2020

to optimize cost trade-off and energy consumption of smart building’s
equipment

[110]



Applying a 5D model to use in the electric power construction China



2016

industry to manage and reduce project costs

[111]

Increasing the impact of cost management in the dangerous chemical China



2018

construction project by a BIM model

[35]





The integration of BIM with Query languages to increase the impact USA

2014

of cost management in the dangerous chemical construction project

[122]

The integration of BIM with LCC to predict the cost of the project in Korea



2020

the early design phase

[123]



The integration of BIM with the spreadsheet to recognize barriers that Ireland

2017

prevent utilizing the life cycle costing process and improve the
efficiency of construction projects

[124]



The integration of BIM with neural network analysis to provide Multi- England
label and multi-class classifications for cost prediction of projects
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2020

[116]



The integration of BIM with Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) to measure Hong Kong

2014

BIM benefits for cost estimating

[113]

The integration of BIM with time/cost analysis to remodel an aged- Korea



2015

housing project

[99]



The integration of BIM with ontology and semantic technology to Korea



2013

help engineers to find work items easily

[103]

The integration of BIM with ontology and semantic technology to USA



2015

enable combining, accessing, and sharing information over the
internet in a machine-processable format

[100]

The integration of BIM with ontology and semantic technology to England



2016

obtain data from the BIM linked to a project and utilize it to make the
essential items for a bill of quantity is established

[106]

The integration of BIM with optimization and Pareto Front analysis USA



2016

as well as GA to develop graphical relationships between pre-defined
objectives of schedule optimizations which in turn leads to cost and
schedule optimization

[109]





The integration of BIM with a cost-benefit analysis to evaluate the Germany

2020

clash detection ability of BIM for cost savings

[107]



The integration of BIM with optimization and GA and finite element England



2018

modeling (FEM) to aid managers in early design decisions

[125]





The integration of BIM with optimization to enhance the feasibility of Italy

34

2019

evaluating the economic performance and economic losses of a
building exposed to seismic risk and deal with a huge amount of data

[108]





The integration of BIM with GA and optimization and Pareto Front China

2019

analysis to deal with the complicated problem of period and cost

[126]



The integration of BIM with an energy analysis to prove straw bale Bosnia

and 2017

houses as healthier and more cost-effective than concrete/brick homes Herzegovina
usually built-in Balkan region
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2.4.3 Safety Management:
Previous research on BIM-based safety management has focused on (i)
safety planning and scheduling, (ii) hazard detection, and (iii) collaboration and
communication enhancement.
BIM supports enhance communication and collaboration, enabling
constructors to share their knowledge with designers to propose safety
improvements throughout the project life cycle [127][128]. Succar and Kassem
proposed macro-BIM adoption models to systematically evaluate BIM adoption
across markets. These models are a type of BIM model consisting of higher-level
building elements that can be used for macro-level analysis including visualization,
spatial validation, cost modeling. The models assist BIM managers in analyzing,
developing, and improving BIM diffusion policies during a construction project
[129]. Dossick et al. investigated the role of BIM in coordination and collaboration
enhancement in a construction project and tried to address the organizational
divisions [130]. They concluded that an inspirational leader is necessary to navigate
a complex project hierarchy which requires a huge volume of data and make
information exchange between project participants possible. Ganah and John for
improving health and safety for onsite construction suggested integrating Toolbox
Talk with the BIM environment because labors can visually realize H&S issues as
work progresses during the toolbox talk onsite [131]. Lin et al. developed a BIMbased Intelligent Productivity and Safety System (IPASS) to aid project stakeholders
to collaboratively assess the safety performance before the project start [132].
Golparvar-Fard et al. proposed the integration of BIM and D4AR to present a better
visualization of construction operations and their sequences. According to their
results, this model can provide an easy-to-understand and detailed model for project
participants for improving remote monitoring [133]. Le proposed the integration of
BIM with mobile web map service and GIS to enable useful and essential data
exchange in real-time for risk Management of Adjacent Buildings [134]. Nawari
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proposed the integration of BIM with the Information Delivery Manual (IDM) to
resolve the difficulties related to advancing the national BIM standard to facilitate
more reliable data exchange between project participants, enhance information
quality, and improve safety-based decision making more effectively [135]. Niu et
al. presented a BIM-based framework for augmenting construction resources with
technologies conferring autonomy, awareness, and the ability to interact with their
vicinity to be smart construction objects (SCOs). The proposed method enables
managers to improve safety-based predictive decision-making [136]. Park and Kim
proposed the integration of BIM with Augmented Reality (AR), location tracking,
and game engine to improve the real-time collaboration between manager and
workers. This method enables project safety managers to have a safer monitoring of
workers during the construction phase of projects [137]. Ciribini et al. proposed an
interoperable IFC-based procedure to improve the collaboration code checking
during the design phase[138].
Identification of causality of project hazards supports enhancing safety
[139]. Detecting project hazards with BIM has been another research interest in
academia. Several researchers have used BIM as the data domain to perform safety
checks. Qi et al. and Zhang et al. proposed BIM-based methods to check fall hazards
[42][140]. This approach allows construction managers to take preventive measures
during the preconstruction stage [140]. Chavada et al. presented the integration of
BIM with the Critical Path Method (CPM) to enable safety managers to accurately
manage workspaces on construction sites for preventing works incidents [141].
BIM has been integrated with other technologies such as real-time locating systems,
wireless sensing, and real-time audio warning for safety-focused applications. Wang
et al. used BIM with range point cloud data to detect fall hazards in geotechnical
projects [142]. Protective measures for falls were proposed upon identifying the fall
hazards. Akula et al. presented a method based on the integration of BIM with 3D
imaging technologies to identify safety hazards related to placing embeds into
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existing reinforced concrete structures [143]. Ding et al. used BIM and semantic
web technology to model construction risk knowledge. This framework was able to
produce a risk map and recommend a risk prevention plan [144]. Golovina et al.
investigated hazard causes related to construction equipment and proposed a GPS,
and BIM-based method for recording, detecting, and analyzing interactive
hazardous near-miss situations between workers-on-foot and heavy construction
equipment [145]. Hu et al. presented a BIM-based framework to detect construction
collision for site entities [146]. This algorithm used boundary representation (B-rep)
to detect collisions [146]. Hu et al. developed a 4D BIM model that provides
complete information on dynamic connections between scaffold systems and the
construction process [147]. This model was used to analyze the safety of scaffolding
[147]. Kim et al. prepared a query set for a BIM model that automatically identify
similar accident using a project management information system (PMIS)[148]. Kim
et al. integrated BIM with automated data collection and a real-time locating system
to reduce the time laborers are exposed to a hazard [149]. Proactive Behavior-Based
Safety (PBBS), which is the combination of traditional BBS management with the
Proactive Construction Management System (PCMS), enables managers to identify
potential causes of unsafe behaviors and automatically monitoring location-based
behaviors. Li et al. used PBBS for a BIM model to automatically monitor locationbased behaviors, search the main causes of unsafe behaviors, and enhance the
productivity of safety of the construction project [150]. Luo et al. developed a BIMbased method for code compliance checking for high-risk deep foundation
construction projects [151]. Malekitabar et al. presented a review to aid managers to
detect more than 40% of potential fatalities in construction projects by providing
five sets of safety risk drivers as construction incident sub-causes. These safety risk
sub-causes can be derived from a BIM model [152]. Riaz et al. linked BIM and
wireless sensors to monitor workers working in confined spaces [153]. Zhang et al.
integrated BIM and GPS to identify and visualize potentially congested workspaces
to prevent suffocation hazards for workers [154].
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Several researchers have used BIM and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to
track workers in construction sites. Teizer et al. used BIM with unmanned aerial
vehicles and laser scanning to automatically track construction workers to identify
potential hazards for workers and prevent related hazards [155]. Liu et al. employed
BIM and UAV technology to enhance the level of safety inspection during the
construction phase and prevent safety incidents in the construction site [156].
Cheung et al. developed a system to monitor safety status via a spatial colored
interface and automatically remove any hazardous gas from the construction site
based on the integration of BIM with a wireless sensor network [157]. This system
uses wireless sensor nodes placed on underground construction sites to collect
hazardous gas levels. Moreover, the integrated BIM model will alert the region
whenever it requires. Mihic et al. linked BIM with a construction hazards database
for early hazard detection [158].
The third major area of research has been safety management through safetyfocused planning and scheduling. Project safety can be enhanced through the
simulation-based scheduling and planning performed [159]. Moon et al. integrated
BIM with a genetic algorithm to develop an active simulation for minimizing the
simultaneous interference level of the schedule-workspace [160]. This approach aids
managers to solve schedule-workspace interference and prevent safety hazards.
Zhang and Hu proposed a BIM-based framework to analyze conflicts and structural
safety problems before starting the project to prevent safety incidents occurring
during the construction phase [161]. Bansal and Pal linked information from the GIS
database with respective activities in a schedule developed in 4D BIM to enable
safety managers to detect incompleteness and logical errors in a project schedule
[162]. Zheng et al. proposed an ontology-based semantic BIM modeling to enable
effective inquiry of safety knowledge. This system provides automated safety
planning for the analysis of construction site hazards to prevent worker safety
incidents [163]. To address the safety challenges associated with limited workspace
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for piping and steel trades crews, Bannier et al. proposed a BIM-based approach to
enhance workplace efficiency [164]. Choi et al. proposed a BIM-based framework
to handle space planning in preconstruction management. This research provided a
decision support tool to resolve safety issues related to workers in construction sites
[165]. Kim and Teizer proposed a BIM-based approach to design and plan
scaffolding systems automatically to prevent safety issues for construction workers
who work on scaffolds [166]. Marzouk and Abubakr proposed a framework based
on the integration of BIM with genetic algorithm and Analytical hierarchy process
(AHP) to select the most appropriate tower crane types and locations at construction
sites. This method prevents clashes in the operation of the tower crane group to
assure safety in projects [167]. Moon et al. developed a BIM-based methodology to
identify schedule and workspace conflict. This method increases the level of safety
for construction workers [168]. Kim et al. presented a BIM-based decision support
system to provides safety plans for scaffolding. This system allows users to develop
a plan with a minimized safety hazard [169]. Park et al. used BIM with Bluetooth
Low-Energy (BLE)-based location detection for identifying unsafe conditions and
analyze labor routes considering potential safety hazards. This integrated system
enables safety managers to monitor construction workers and prevent safety
incidents [170]. Mirhadi et al. developed a tool that enables designers to optimize
the building layout that supports occupant safety during evacuation [171]. Similarly,
Marzouk and Daour proposed using BIM to simulate evaluation routes for laborers
during an emergency [172].
Based on the mentioned information regarding three BIM-based approaches,
it can be concluded that although most studies have focused on the improvement of
health and safety of construction workers, there are few studies to deal with building
resident safety. Some research presented preventive methods in the planning stage
while some others have developed a system for monitoring workers during the
construction phase.
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Table 2-3 summarizes the published literature on BIM-based strategies used
for safety management in construction projects. According to Table 2-3, most
studies have tried to develop BIM-based approaches to identify and detect
construction hazards.
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Table 2-3: BIM-based articles related to safety management
Study

BIM-based

Techniques and Purposes

Country

Year

Approaches
Safety Planning and Scheduling

Hazard Detection

Collaboration and Communication

Enhancement

[129]

Some macro-adoption models such as matrices and a chart are introduced to Australia



2015

systematically evaluate BIM adoption across markets and inform the structured
progress of country-specific BIM adoption policies.

[173]

The integration of BIM with ontology to introduce a framework to investigate the Australia



2009

delivery foundation for industry stakeholders

[138]





The integration of BIM and IFC to support the management of pre-construction Italy

2016

and construction stages, operating advanced model and code checking, and analysis
of the construction stage

[130]



The use and influence of BIM for mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and fire life USA
safety (MEP) coordination

42

2010

[174]

Measurement of BIM impacts on stakeholder collaboration during the lifecycle of England



2013

construction projects to help the fragmentation reduction in the construction
industry

[175]



[131]



The integration of BIM with AR for the maintenance of fire safety equipment



Taiwan

The integration of BIM with Health and Safety (H&S) to reduce on-site accidents England

2020
2015

probability

[133]







The integration of BIM with D4AR to monitor safety and improve collaboration USA

2011

and coordination

[134]







The integration of BIM with mobile web map service and GIS to enable useful and Vietnam

2014

essential data exchange in real-time

[176]
[135]




Italy

2020

The integration of BIM with IDM to facilitate more reliable information exchange USA

2012

The integration of BIM with Virtual Reality (VR) to improve workspace planning
between project participants

[177]



The integration of BIM with Indoor positioning system-inertial measurement unit USA

2020

(IPS-IMU) to develop an automated real-time warning system

[136]





The introduction on the integration of BIM with Smart Construction Objects Hong

2016

(SCOs) to enable a safer, greener, more productive, and efficient construction Kong
system

[137]





The integration of BIM with Augmented Reality (AR), location tracking, and game Korea
engine to improve the real-time collaboration between manager and workers,
hazard detection, and increase the risk recognition capacity of workers

43

2013

[178]
[179]



[180]





The integration of BIM with finite element analysis to improve scaffolding safety

China

2020



Use of open-BIM to automatically check construction safety

Korea

2015

The integration of BIM with IPD to prevent accidents and enhance collaboration

China

2011

BIM-based research to manage workers’ workspace conflicts

Vietnam

2020

[181]
[156]




The integration of BIM with augmented Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) to China



2019

enhance safety inspection efficiency as well as enable managers to make timely
and comprehensive safety decisions

[132]



The use of BIM to develop a framework for enhancing productivity and safety Singapore



2017

monitoring systems

[182]





The use of BIM to apply an off-site manufacturing strategy for accelerating project England

2018

delivery and improving the level of safety

[140]

The use of BIM for PtD enhancement by automatically fall hazards checking in USA



2014

building information models then provides design alternative to users

[42]







An automated model to identify hazards and corrections during the design phase USA

2012

with the use of BIM and simulation for PtD improvement

[139]

A BIM-based approach to investigate the fall hazards and eliminate them in the USA



2015

early stages of construction projects

[183]







To check the safety hazard in models in the planning process, the applied rule- Germany

2013

based checking algorithms are designed to be add-ons to existing BIM software

[141]





The integration of BIM with Critical Path Method (CPM) to manage the Activity England
Execution Workspace (AEW) and provide real-time management

44

2014

[142]





The integration of BIM with a range point cloud data to detect fall and cave-in Germany

2015

hazards linked to excavation pits and models, among other temporary geotechnical
excavation objects that are essential fall protection equipment

[143]

The integration of BIM with 3D imaging technology to investigate real-time



USA

2013

India

2011

monitoring approaches for hazardous engineering processes

[184]



[144]





The integration of BIM with GIS to develop a safe execution sequence

The integration of BIM with ontology and semantic web technology to provide a China

2016

framework for the management of risk knowledge in the BIM environment

[185]

The integration of BIM with a real-time audio warning to help in the recording of Australia



2014

data and the ability to make relatively objective observations from them

[145]

The integration of BIM with GPS to introduce a method for recording, detecting, Germany



2016

and analyzing interactive hazardous near-miss situations between workers-on-foot
and heavy construction equipment

[186]







a BIM-based framework to automatically generate a resistance model, structural China

2008

geometry, and loading conditions

[146]



The integration of BIM with a developed algorithm using boundary representation China

2010

(B-rep) method to detect construction collision for site entities to enhance safety
management

[147]



The use of BIM to present a scaffold safety analysis method during construction

45

China

2010

[148]

The integration of BIM with a project management information system (PMIS) to Korea



2015

compose a query set for automatically search for and provide similar accident cases

[149]

The integration of BIM with Automated data collection (ADC) and Real-time Korea



2016

locating system (RTLS) to reduce the time laborers are exposed to a hazard

[187]



The use of BIM for scaffolds to combine temporary structures into an approach of Korea



2016

checking the safety

[150]

The integration of BIM with Proactive Behavior-Based Safety (PBBS) that uses Hong



simulation and real-time location system to improve safety management

[151]

Kong

The use of BIM to present code compliance checking for deep foundation China



2015
2015

construction

[152]

A BIM-based study to help managers to detect more than 40% of potential fatalities Iran



2016

in construction projects by providing five sets of safety risk drivers

[153]

The integration of BIM with Wireless Sensor Technology (WST) to decrease Pakistan



2014

Health and Safety (H&S) hazards

[155]







The integration of BIM with unmanned aerial vehicles and laser scanning to sense Germany

2015

and track construction assets and workforce automatically to improve safety

[188]





The use of BIM within facilities management to improve safety management China

2013

related to space planning and energy analysis

[161]





The integration of BIM with construction simulation and to analyze safety and China
conflict during construction

46

2011

[163]





The integration of BIM with ontology to provide automated safety planning for USA

2015

analyzing job hazards

[154]





The integration of BIM with GPS to resource location tracking and analyze USA

2015

workspace requirements in construction projects

[164]



The integration of BIM with the knowledge of work envelope requirements to USA

2016

enhance the efficiency of workspace management

[162]



The integration of BIM with GIS to improve construction safety by extracting India

2011

information from the database and linking with respective activities in a schedule
developed in GIS

[189]





The use of BIM to develop a model in a Product, Organization, and Process (POP) China

2014

data definition structure

[165]



The use of BIM to enhance work-space problem detection and status representation Korea

2014

[190]



The introduction of two BIM-based tools to support risk management activities in Netherland

2012

a construction project

[166]



The use of BIM to design and plan scaffolding systems automatically

USA

2014

[167]



The integration of BIM with GA to ensure the tower crane group safety operation

Egypt

2016

[168]



The integration of BIM with a developed algorithm to detect schedule and Korea

2014

workspace conflict

[160]



The integration of BIM and GA to develop an active simulation system for Korea

47

2014

minimizing the simultaneous interference level of the schedule-workspace

[157]

The integration of BIM with Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) to monitor safety Taiwan



2018

status via a spatial-colored interface and automatically remove any hazardous gas

[158]

The integration of BIM with specially developed construction hazards database to Croatia



2018

decrease the number of accidents and injuries by an automated hazard detection

[191]

The integration of BIM with evacuation/rescue route optimization with Bluetooth- Taiwan



2017

based technology for preventing building fire and disaster relief

[192]





The use of BIM to improve health and safety on-site management

England

[193]





The use of BIM to provide a framework to make safe scaffolding plans without USA

2017
2018

excessive manual effort

[169]





The use of BIM to develop a scaffolding plan that considers workflow, cost, and USA

2018

duration and, at the same time, minimizes safety hazards

[170]





The integration of BIM with Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE)-based location USA

2017

detection technology and a cloud-based communication platform to improve
monitoring system of safety

[194]



The integration of BIM with UAV to provide an automated acquisition processing Germany

2019

of as-built

[171]





The integration of BIM with IFC-centric performance-based evaluation and fire Canada
dynamics simulation to improve construction safety

48

2019

[172]





The integration of BIM with computer simulation to present a method for planning Egypt
labor evacuation for construction sites

49

2018

2.4.4 Quality Management:
Defects or failures are momentous concerns for construction project
managers [47]. Quality management controls the comparison of the obtained results
with desired results to prevent harmful consequences [189]. Since quality
management on site is implemented by the visual senses of site managers,
inspections are often omitted. Therefore, rework will appear, leading to construction
project quality reduction and harmful impact on projects cost and schedule [195].
Thus, the first BIM-based research has been studied on defect management to find
solutions for these management problems. To reach the goal, some technologies
were integrated with BIM such as AR, image-matching. Park et al. proposed a
framework based on the integration of BIM with AR and an ontology-based data
collection template to decrease the defect that occurs during the construction process
[195]. Kwon et al. presented a method based on the integration of BIM with imagematching and AR to identify omissions and errors at real job sites for reinforced
concrete to enhance defect management [196]. Lin et al. presented a framework
based on the integration of BIM and web-based technology to enable on-site
managers to track and manage defects. The results of this study show the capability
of this system to provide effective visual defect management [197]. Lin et al.
proposed an approach based on the integration of BIM with Trapezoid Structural
Transfer Layer (TSTL) to detect collisions for optimizing the construction process
and enhancing project quality control [198]. They proposed an approach based on
the integration of BIM with web-based systems to facilitate easy interface updating
and transfer in the BIM environment. This method aids users to handle defects in
the pre-construction phase [199]. Hamledari et al. developed a BIM-based technique
to automatically transfer site data (based on the site observation for inspected
building elements) to the BIM model. This system, which supports reality-capture
techniques, facilitates the process of defect detection [200]. Elbeltagi and Dawood
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employed the integration of BIM with GIS to reduce potential defects of repetitive
actions during the decision-making process [201].
The second area is about improving collaboration and communication
among project participants. The construction projects have become more
complicated and the information amount increased dramatically. Hence, to enhance
data exchange in both pre-construction and construction phases, a variety of
investigations based on the integration of BIM with some techniques have been
proposed. Kubicki et al. used the integration of BIM with SmartWhiteBoard systems
to make synchronous interactive devices for enhancing coordination between project
participants [202]. Chen and Lu developed a BIM-based method for improving
information quantity, quality, and accessibility [203]. The results show that this
method facilitates the data exchange between project participants. Lin and Yang
developed a BIM-based collaboration management method to reduce the time
required for the model checking process [204]. Ma et al. used the integration of BIM
with indoor positioning technology to resolve the omission of check items and
facilitate the process of entering inspection results from paper-based records into
computers. The results of this study show the improvement of collaboration among
the construction stakeholders. [205]. Oh et al. presented a BIM-based integrated
system to improve the collaborative design. This method addresses the challenges
related to using different BIM-based software among collaboration during the
design phase. Therefore, it can resolve a variety of problems such as including loss
of data and difficulty in communication [206]. Koseoglu proposed a framework
based on the integration of BIM with lean construction principles to focus on digital
transformations performed on the construction site for enlightening project
participants regarding BIM application capabilities [207]. Larsen developed a BIMbased framework to address the challenges in traditional report progress. This
framework consists of three steps for minimizing manual reporting and improving
communication during the reporting process [208]. Park et al. proposed a method
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based on the integration of BIM with web-based systems to enable real-time
information sharing of daily 4D BIM. This method improves the collaborations and
communications among project participants regarding daily construction operations,
aiding project managers to make appropriate decisions [209].
The third approach to quality management studies is related to progress
monitoring. The success of progress monitoring in a construction project depends
on detailed and efficient tracking, analysis, and visualization of the actual status of
buildings under construction [210]. In this area, the integration of BIM with GIS and
laser scanning and some other techniques have been applied to present automated
progress monitoring systems. Wang et al. used the integration of BIM and Laser
Scanner Data to automatically estimate the dimensions of precast concrete bridge
deck panels for improving quality inspection of panels [96]. Costin et al. used the
integration of BIM with RFID to generate real-time data to produce leading
indicators for building protocol control this system enables managers to monitor
worker performance [211]. Bosché presented a method based on integrating BIM
with laser scanning to automatically recognize 3D CAD model objects and calculate
as-built dimensions. The results of this study show that this system improves the
level of quality inspection during the construction phase [212]. Choi et al., regarding
the challenges related to improper work-space planning such as poor quality and loss
of productivity, proposed a framework that uses the integration of BIM with path
analysis to enhance monitoring workspaces [213]. Bosche et al. used the integration
of BIM with laser scanning to present automated objects recognition. The results of
implementing this method show its potential to control as-built dimension
calculation [214]. To monitor the supply chain status and present warning signals to
assure the delivery of materials, Irizarry developed an approach based on the
integration of BIM with GIS to monitor [215]. Bosché et al. quality presented a
system by integrating BIM with laser scanning to develop structural works tracking,
in particular for MEP work control [216]. Dimitrov and Golparvar proposed a
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vision-based material recognition method based on the integration of BIM with point
cloud data. This method can generate a BIM model from unordered site image
collections. This capability improves the automated monitoring of construction
progress [217]. Shahi et al. used the integration of BIM with imaging and
UltraWideBand (UWB) to track the progress of construction activities[218]. Han et
al. developed an appearance-based recognition method using the integration of BIM
with 3D point cloud models. This method suggests the actual state of construction
progress for BIM elements. The results of implementing this system demonstrate its
capability to monitor construction progress deviations at the operational level [219].
Deng et al. proposed a method based on the integration of BIM with the computer
vision method to automatically calculate the number of tiles. This method facilitates
the progress monitoring of this activity during the construction phase [220]. Braun
and Borrman developed a method based on the integration of BIM with inverse
photogrammetry technique to automatically labeling construction images. This
system enhances the image-based object detection, which is the basis of construction
progress monitoring [221]. Asadi et al. proposed a BIM-based method to facilitate
as-built and as-planned data comparison. This system automatically registers realtime images to a BIM model. Therefore, it aids managers in indoor monitoring of
construction [222].
Table 2-4 shows all research related to quality management. According to
this table, most studies have focused on the improvement of progress monitoring
methods.

.
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Table 2-4: BIM-based articles related to quality management
Study

BIM-based Approach

Country

The integration of BIM with AR and Ontology-Based Data Collection Korea



Year

Automated Progress

Monitoring

Collaboration and

Communication Improvement

Defect Management

Enhancement

[195]

Techniques

2013

(OBDC) template to present construction defect management framework

[196]

The integration of BIM with image-matching and AR to develop a system Korea



2014

to improve reinforced concrete defect management

[189]

The use of BIM to develop a model in a product, organization, and process China



2016

(POP) data definition structure

[223]

The use of BIM to design prefabricated and assembled concrete structures China



2017

for improving construction quality management

[202]



The integration of BIM with Smart Whiteboard (SWB) systems to make Luxembourg 2019
synchronous interactive devices for enhancing coordination between
participants

[203]





To make the mechanism linking Bridge BIM and Building (BBB) and China

54

2019

Information Management (IM) for improving the information quantity,
quality, and accessibility

[204]

The use of BIM Collaboration Management (CM) method to decrease the Taiwan



2018

required time for model checking and enhance work quality

[224]



The integration of BIM with computer vision to develop an automated China

2020

progress monitoring of tiles

[225]



The integration of BIM and Laser Scanner Data (LSD) to automatically Singapore

2018

estimate the dimensions of precast concrete bridge deck panels for
improving quality inspection of panels

[226]

The integration of BIM with Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to China



2018

enhance the performance of construction by optimum resource allocation

[205]





The integration of BIM with indoor positioning technology to make China

2018

effective and collaborative quality management

[198]

The integration of BIM with Trapezoid Structural Transfer Layer (TSTL) China



2017

to optimize construction procedure and enhance quality control of projects

[227]



The integration of BIM with Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) to develop Taiwan

2020

a monitoring system for parking garages

[197]





The integration of BIM with web-based technology to manage the status Taiwan

2016

and results of the corrective works performed effectively

[211]



The integration of BIM with RFID to track workers’ location

[213]



The integration of BIM with path analysis to enhance the work-space Korea

55

USA

2015
2014

planning process

[228]



The integration of BIM with IFC to enhance the productivity of the China



2013

construction domain and improve text information management

[229]





The integration of BIM with image processing, machine learning, and VR England

2020

to improve the quality of progress monitoring in construction projects

[199]





The integration of BIM with information systems to improve Interface Taiwan

2015

Management (IM) for rework minimization

[206]

An integrated BIM-based system to make a collaborative design for Korea



2015

improving the quality and productivity of construction projects

[230]

The integration of BIM with performance simulation analysis to make up China



2018

traditional design methods defects and make their design more intuitive

[200]





The integration of BIM with IFC to make inspected building elements USA

2018

auto-updateable on-site observations for enabling potential diagnostics
and tractability

[231]





The integration of BIM with the point cloud process to extract building USA

2015

geometrics for demystifying and accelerating the as-is building model

[207]

The use of BIM integrated with lean construction principles in mobile Turkey



2018

devices to enlighten construction participants concerning site BIM
application capabilities

[214]



The integration of BIM with laser scanning to present automated object Canada
recognition to improve the quality of project monitoring

56

2009

[232]



The integration of BIM with 3D laser scanning for improving on-site data China

2020

acquisition to reach enhanced progress monitoring

[212]



The integration of BIM with laser scanning to automatically recognize 3D Switzerland

2010

CAD model objects as well as calculate as-built dimensions for improving
quality control

[201]





The integration of BIM with GIS to help decision making regarding Egypt

2011

repetitive construction projects

[233]



The integration of BIM with laser scanning to develop an automated Canada

2012

progress tracking

[215]



The integration of BIM with GIS to monitor the supply chain status and USA

2013

present warning signals to assure the delivery of materials

[216]



The integration of BIM with laser scanning to develop structural works Canada

2014

tracking, in particular, MEP works

[217]



The integration of BIM with support vector machines to classify materials USA

2014

from single images taken under an unknown viewpoint

[218]



The integration of BIM with imaging and Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) to Canada

2015

tracking the progress of construction activity

[210]





USA

2015

The integration of BIM with 3D Point Cloud Models(3PCM) to monitor USA

2015

The integration of BIM with IFC to recognize physical progress based on
two emerging information sources

[219]





project progress deviations during construction based on a new
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appearance-based material categorization approach

[220]





The integration of BIM with computer vision to automatically monitor the China

2019

progress of tiles

[221]



The integration of BIM with inverse photogrammetry to label Germany

2019

construction site images automatically

[208]





The use of BIM to present a process with three steps for minimizing Norway

2018

manual reporting and improving its quality

[222]





The integration of BIM with augmented monocular simultaneous USA

2019

localization and mapping to register video sequence to an as-planned
model in real-time

[234]





The integration of BIM with computer vision to enhance the automated Germany

2018

monitoring of indoor progress

[209]





The integration of BIM with web-based methods to make real-time USA

2017

information sharing of daily 4D BIM through enhancing collaboration and
communications among project participants

[235]



The use of the Scan-vs-BIM method to measure the point cloud quality Slovenia
for monitoring the construction procedure

58

2017

2.5 Summary
Contemporary construction management requires large volumes of data for
efficient project delivery. Yet access to key construction management data is still a major
challenge primarily due to implementation issues. The new line of thinking in
management has been moving towards predictive decision making methods with the aid
of artificial intelligence. The construction industry has been lagging behind on embracing
modern management concepts. Hence, it is vital to re-engineer construction management
to be in par with industries such as manufacturing. The advent of Building Information
Modeling (BIM) has been creating a paradigm shift in construction management. BIM is
an information repository that could support implementation of state-of-the-art
management techniques in the construction sector. This research presents a critical
review of BIM-based construction management decision making methods. This review
focused on the four key challenges of construction management (i.e. schedule, cost,
safety and quality management). This study revealed that although there are some studies
regarding BIM-based predictive decision-making, still some knowledge gaps can be
mentioned in each section of construction management which will be reviewed in this
study. A roadmap was proposed to support implementation of BIM-based construction
management decision making.
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CHAPTER 3
BIM-BASED APPROACH FOR PREDICTIVE SAFETY PLANNING IN THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
3.1 Introduction
The construction industry is highly related to people. Currently, 1.4 million
Canadians are employed in the construction sector [1] and 70% of the 368,000 construction
industry firms employ less than five people [1]. Hence, the construction industry is a major
employer for small and medium companies. Construction is a hazardous profession,
however [2]. workers are exposed to safety hazards when they are climbing high off the
ground, digging for foundations, handling large pieces of material, operating large
machinery, and working with hazardous substances [3]. Recent trends show that
construction-related critical injuries in Canada have risen by 7% from 2015 to 2017 [4].
Additionally, extraordinary events such as pandemic can adversely impact construction
worker safety. There is an industry-wide responsibility to safeguard its workers. Yet, the
construction industry has been known for its reluctance to embrace advanced technologies
to enhance its processes. Therefore, it is vital to adopt cutting edge technologies to manage
construction worker health and safety proactively.
Over the years, the construction industry has become accustomed to a standard set
of safety guidelines [5]. Many researchers have highlighted that it is vital to use information
technology for construction safety [6][7]. Despite being a popular topic in construction
management literature, predictive safety assessment has been overlooked by previous
researchers [5]. This research has the potential to shift construction safety management
from a prescriptive approach to a predictive procedure. A successful system would ensure
that construction managers receive the information that they need to plan for and evaluate
hazards at the design stage. Moreover, it can guarantee to implement some procedures to
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reduce safety hazards on a timely basis. There are new challenges for construction safety
regarding the increasing project complexities and changing nature of construction methods.
There is an industry-wide responsibility to safeguard its workers. Hence, it is vital
to adopt cutting edge technologies to proactively manage construction project safety risks
[8][9]. With increasingly complex construction projects, adopting non-conventional safety
management procedures can significantly improve safety within the construction site [10].
The construction industry has been going through a paradigm shift with the advent of
building information modeling (BIM) that enables the digital representation of physical
and functional characteristics of a facility [11]. BIM integrated construction-related safety
data can be used to develop a data-driven incident predictive method that supports
construction project planning and management [3][12][13].
BIM can be recognized as the most promising technology introduced to the
construction sector in the recent past. Also, BIM facilitates collaboration and
communication among project participants through a digital representation of the
construction procedure [14]. This modeling transforms conventional 3D models into ndimensional models that contain an extensive range of information for the life cycle
management of a facility [15]. Hazard identification and risk assessment are key steps in
safety management [16]. The information contained in a BIM model can be manipulated
to aid the above. So, a BIM model-based expert system can predict the construction safety
risks more accurately.
Expert systems are generally associated with their inherent uncertainties [17].
Uncertainties in safety risk assessment can be categorized into two categories. The first
group includes statistical uncertainty, which is related to environmental, natural, or time
changes randomness (e.g. spatial heterogeneity). The second group includes non-statistical
uncertainty, which is due to the relative information or dispersion of data (e.g. expert
opinions or sparse data sets) [18]. Fuzzy logic can be used to address the uncertainties of
the project data [19]. Based on previous studies in construction management, fuzzy logic
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has been used to address uncertainties. Researchers have used fuzzy logic to manage cost,
schedule, and safety in construction projects [17][20]-[23].
A Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) maps a given input to an output using fuzzy logic
[24]. A FIS can account for data uncertainties and provide a comprehensive safety risk
assessment [25]. BIM-based expert systems have been researched in the past for
construction safety risk assessment. For example, Zhang et al. [26] proposed a BIM-based
Risk Identification Expert System (B-RIES) to solve challenges in traditional safety risk
identification and assessment in tunnel construction. This method integrates BIM and
knowledge-based management for risk identification. Jin et al. developed a 4D BIM-based
tool to assess construction safety risk during the early phases of multistory building
projects. This tool presents a proactive measure in the design phase to reduce site hazards
[27]. Kim et al. proposed a BIM-based automated construction site risk assessment
methodology to identify construction site hazards and evaluate them by a risk rating system
[28]. However, a BIM-based FIS has not been used for the safety risk assessment of
construction projects.
The objective of this chapter is to propose a FIS for construction safety risk
prediction during the preconstruction stage. The FIS is integrated with BIM to
automatically extract construction project data. The proposed FIS was validated using a
building construction case study. The outcome of this research will reinforce safety risk
management practices in construction projects that will lead to reduced safety incidents.
3.2 Background
In construction projects, safety risk can be defined as the occurrence of an incident
multiplied by consequences [29]. The safety risks in construction projects can be the result
of the following [30]:
i)

Technical factors that are associated with inappropriate project design, poor

workmanship, and substandard site condition
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ii)

Natural factors that are associated with bad weather conditions and heavy

precipitation
iii)

Social factors such as lack of collaboration and communication

The risk assessment will inform construction managers to make mediatory
measures before they occur. However, this process is hindered by data uncertainty.
Previous researchers have used Monte Carlo simulation and fuzzy set theory to address
uncertainties [31]. With the increasing complexity in construction projects, advanced risk
assessment methods are required [32]. Serpella et al. identified the lack of knowledge as
the main challenge for safety risk management in the construction industry [33]. BIM can
improve the quality of safety data exchange and be a repository of historical safety data
[27]. Table 3-1 shows the numerous theories and tools proposed by previous researchers
for safety risk management.
According to Table 3-1, AHP and FST have been frequently used in risk analysis.
As can be seen from Table 3-1, no previous study has integrated BIM and fuzzy logic to
address prevailing challenges such as data uncertainties and data exchange. This study
addresses this knowledge gap by proposing BIM-based FIS to improve the level of
predictive decision-making for assessing the safety risk in the construction project.
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Table 3-1: Main tools and theories of previous research to risk assessment
Main Tools or Theories

AR

UAV

ACA

BBN

BIM

SOS

VR

EAA

FRA

DF

CPD

GSM

IMU

WIP

AV

REA

3DV

RS

WS

O

S

FT

AHP

WBS

ID

MCS

BS

TA

RR

FST

Study

[32] 


[34]

[35]

[36]



[37]


[38]

[39]

[40]


[41]


[42]


[43]


[44]

[45]


[46]


[47]



[48]


[49]


[50]


[51]


[52]


[53]


[54]



[55]



[56]


[57]


[58]


[59]



[60]


[61]


[62]

[27]


[63]



[64]


[28]
Note: Fuzzy set theory (FST); risk registering (RR); theoretical argument (TA); breakdown structure (BS); Monte Carlo simulation (MCS); influence diagraming (ID); web-based system (WBS); analytical hierarchy
process (AHP); fault tree (FT); simulation (S); optimization (O); wearable sensors (WS); remote sensing (RS); three-dimensional (3D) visualization (3DV); rapid entire body assessment (REA); augmented virtuality
(AV); wearable insole pressure system (WIP); inertial measurement units (IMU); gait stability metrics (GSM); canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD); data fusion (DF); functional resonance analysis method (FRA);
electrodermal activity Analysis (EAA); virtual reality (VR); smartphone orientation sensor (SOS); building modeling information (BIM); bayesian belief network (BBN); ant colony algorithm (ACA); unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV); augmented reality (AR)
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3.2.1 Fuzzy Set Theory
Zadeh presented the fuzzy set theory to address the challenges with imprecise and
incomplete data [65]. This theory is a breakthrough in representing vague information.
Fuzzy set theory aids the researcher to deal with non-statistical uncertainties [23].
A fuzzy set 𝐴𝐴̃ in the universe of X can be defined by a membership 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴� (x) that is

associated with each element x in X [65]. The fuzzy set definition is as follows:
𝐴𝐴̃= {x, 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (x)},

x∈X

Equation 3-1

where 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴� (x) is the membership function, its range being the subset of nonnegative

real numbers between 0 and 1. The number 0 denotes the complete non-membership and 1
shows the complete membership. The distinction of fuzzy set theory with the classical set

theory is that if 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (x) takes a value between 0 and 1. Also, x belongs partially to the fuzzy

set 𝐴𝐴̃, meaning that the appropriateness of x is true with the membership degree given by
𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (x) [66][65].

One of the special classes of fuzzy quantities is fuzzy numbers. A fuzzy number is

a fuzzy set in which conditions of normality can be satisfied.
Sup 𝐴𝐴̃[x]x ∈ X =1

Equation 3-2

𝐴𝐴̃[λ𝑥𝑥1 + (1- λ) 𝑥𝑥2 ] ≥ min[A(𝑥𝑥1 ), A(𝑥𝑥1 )]

Equation 3-3

And of convexity
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For λ ∈ [0,1] and all 𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑥2 ∈ 𝑋𝑋.
Fuzzy Numbers Classes

There are different classes of fuzzy numbers; however, trapezoidal and triangular
fuzzy numbers are most common in scientific societies. Equation (4) and Figure 3-1 present
the triangular fuzzy number membership functions [66][65]:

𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (x) =

⎧𝑥𝑥−𝑎𝑎
⎪𝑏𝑏−𝑎𝑎
⎨
⎪
⎩

𝑐𝑐−𝑥𝑥

𝑐𝑐−𝑏𝑏

0 𝑥𝑥 < 𝑎𝑎,
𝑎𝑎 ≤ 𝑥𝑥 ≤ 𝑏𝑏,
𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝑥𝑥 ≤ 𝑐𝑐,

0 𝑥𝑥 > 𝑐𝑐,

Equation 3-4

Figure 3-1: Triangular fuzzy number membership function
where “a”, “b”, and “c” denote the x coordinates of the three vertices of 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (x) in a

fuzzy set A. The lower boundary is “a” and the upper boundary is “c” so that the
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membership degree in these two coordinates is 0. The center is “b”, for which the
membership degree in this coordinate is 1.
Fuzzy logic can be used to incorporate uncertainties associated with linguistic
values. Therefore, it can handle types of information that are used for real-world
applications.
3.2.2 Fuzzy Inference System
FIS uses fuzzy set theory to map inputs to outputs. FIS can incorporate membership
functions, logical operations, and If-Then rules. Figure 3-2 shows the structure of a FIS
that includes, a fuzzifier, a rule base, and a defuzzifier. The fuzzifier converts information
into fuzzy quantities while the defuzzifier converts fuzzy numbers to crisp numbers [67].
The core of this system is the knowledge base that enables the system for approximate
reasoning.
One of the most important steps in FIS is determining the fuzzy rules. They are
usually expressed as “If-Then” rules and thus are formulated in linguistic terms than in
numerical terms, making the formulation process more convenient. Fuzzy conditional
statements easily can implement linguistic terms. Two parts can be mentioned for If-Then
rules: the antecedent and the consequent. The first one is compared to the inputs and the
latter one is the result. All the rules contain some truth in their premises. The rules will
contribute to the fuzzy conclusion set. Each rule is triggered to a degree that is a function
of the degree to which its antecedent matches the input. An interpolation between possible
input states is necessary when there is imprecise matching. As a result, it leads to
minimizing the number of rules required to define input-output relations. Although If-Then
fuzzy rules can represent human expertise, these rules can address real challenges.
“If-Then” rule collections define relationships between variables in the fuzzy
system based on expert opinions, which are usually expressed in natural language. If 𝛼𝛼 and

𝛽𝛽 are linguistic values respectively defined by fuzzy sets on the universal sets X and Y, the
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“If-Then” rule has the following form: “If x is 𝛼𝛼, then y is 𝛽𝛽”, where the first part is
antecedent and the second part is conclusion [68].

Figure 3-2: Basics of the FIS structure
There are two main types of Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS), namely the Mamdani
type and the Takagi, Sugeno, and Kang (TSK) type. TSK type is computationally efficient,
well-suited to mathematical analysis and linear techniques, and guarantees output surface
continuity. Mamdani type, on the other hand, is intuitive and contains a more interpretable
rule base. This method is well-suited to applications based on human input. Among
techniques in applied fuzzy logic, Mamdani inference is one of the most popular
techniques. Mamdani inference has been employed in different fields such as management
and finance [69][70], risk assessment [71][72], and economics [73][74].
Mamdani FIS was originally used for control systems that employ rules defined by
experienced operators. Mamdani systems make rule bases easier to understand [75]. The
output of each rule is a fuzzy set derived from the output membership function of the FIS.
Mamdani FIS consists of the following steps [75]:
Step1. Applying Fuzzy Operator
After the fuzzification of inputs, the degree of satisfaction of each antecedent for
each rule is determined. Since the result of applying fuzzy rules should be a number
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between 0 and 1, the fuzzy operator is applied when the antecedent of a rule includes more
than one part. Membership values from fuzzified input variables are inputs of the fuzzy
operator. Consequently, the output is always a single truth value. There are two fuzzy
operators: AND operator and OR operator. Some methods can be applied for AND
operators such as the t-normˆ (minimum) and production. The first one is usually adopted
for the logic connective “And”. The t-normˆ equation is expressed as follows:
𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (x) AND 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵 (x) = MIN{𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (x) , 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵 (x)}

Equation 3-5

Among the OR operator methods such as s-norm, V (maximum), and probabilistic method,
the maximum method is usually preferred. The equation of this method is as follows [76]:
𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (x) OR 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵 (x) = MAX{𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (x) , 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵 (x)}

Equation 3-6

Step 2. Applying Implication Method
The implication method can be initialized by assigning weights to each rule.
Membership functions weight linguistic characteristics properly and represent a fuzzy set
as the result of implication. The consequent is reshaped using a function associated with
the antecedent (a single number). A single number is the input of the implication process
and the process for each rule will be implemented. The fuzzy number resulting from the
logic operations can have an implication relation 𝑅𝑅 to the consequent and 𝐵𝐵� through the

inference machine. The minimum is the most common implication method, which
expressed by Equation 3-7 [77]:

𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅 (x, y)= MIN{𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (𝑥𝑥), 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵 (𝑥𝑥)}
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Equation 3-7

There are two alternative operators including multiplication by Larsen and MaxMin by Zadeh, represented by Equations 3-8 and 3-9, respectively [77][78]:
𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅 (x, y)= {𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (𝑥𝑥) ∗ 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵 (𝑥𝑥)}
𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅 (x, y)= MAX{1- 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (𝑥𝑥),

MIN{𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (𝑥𝑥) , 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵 (𝑥𝑥) }}

Equation 3-8

Equation 3-9

It is of note that the composition of the implication relation and fuzzy singleton can
explain the output fuzzy number of each rule. Max-prod, Max-Min, and Max-Media are
commonly used among composition operators. Equations 10 to 12 represent these three
operators, respectively [78]:
S.R(x, z)= MAX {(𝜇𝜇𝑆𝑆 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) * 𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅 (𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧)}

Equation 3-10

S∘R(x, y)= MAX{MIN(𝜇𝜇𝑆𝑆 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦), 𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅 (𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧)}

Equation 3-11

S⨁R(x, y)= MAX{1/2(𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) + 𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)}

Equation 3-12

Step 3. Aggregation of All Outputs
Considering that evaluation of all rules in a FIS is the base of decision-making, the
rule outputs should be combined accordingly. To combine fuzzy sets into a single fuzzy
set, the aggregation process is required. The process only happens once for each output
variable before the final defuzzification stage [65]. It is worth mentioning that the input of
the process includes the list of truncated output functions returned by the implication
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process for each rule. The output of the aggregation process is one fuzzy set for each output
variable. Diverse operators such as Min, Max, arithmetic, and geometric or harmonic
means can be used for the aggregation process [78]. Equation 3-13 indicates the Max
operator, which is recommended when compensation between variables is desirable
[77][78].
AG(.)= MAX(𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅1 (x), 𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅2 (x), …, 𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 (x))

Equation 3-13

Step 4. Defuzzification
This process uses the aggregate output fuzzy set as its input. The output of
defuzzification is a single crisp number. However, since the aggregate of a fuzzy set
encompasses a range of output values, it must be defuzzified to obtain a single output value
from the set. Among defuzzification methods such as centroid, bisector, middle of
maximum (the average of the maximum value of the output set), largest of maximum, and
smallest of maximum, the centroid that returns the center of the area under the curve is the
most popular method. The following equation represents the centroid method:
Center of area 𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =

∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (𝑍𝑍)𝑍𝑍 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (𝑍𝑍) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Equation 3-14

where Z is the discrete points number of the fuzzy set and 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴 (𝑍𝑍) is the aggregated output
MF[79].

The inference process of a Mamdani system is described in the fuzzy inference
process and summarized in the following equations:
Considering A, 𝐴𝐴́(a proposition close to A), B and 𝐵𝐵́(a proposition close to B) as

fuzzy sets in X, Y, and Z and A→B as a fuzzy relation in X×Y, the fuzzy set B can be
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inferred based on the “x is A” proposition. So, “if x is A then y is B” can be defined as
follows:
𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵́ (y)= max{min[𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴́ (x), 𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅 (x, y)]}= ⋁𝑥𝑥 [𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴́ (x) ∧ 𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅 (x, y)]

Equation 3-15

Equivalently:
𝐵𝐵́ = 𝐴𝐴́ ∘R = 𝐴𝐴́ ∘ A→B

Equation 3-16

Equation 3-15 can be extended to be generalized for a fuzzy inference system with
more than one rule and antecedent. Considering the following propositions, we have:
Fact:
Rule 1:
Rule 2:
Result:

x is 𝐴𝐴́ and y is 𝐵𝐵́

if x is 𝐴𝐴1 and y is 𝐵𝐵1 then z is 𝐶𝐶1

if x is 𝐴𝐴2 and y is 𝐵𝐵2 ,then z is 𝐶𝐶2

z is 𝐶𝐶́

And 𝑅𝑅1 =𝐴𝐴1 × 𝐵𝐵1 → 𝐶𝐶1 and 𝑅𝑅2 =𝐴𝐴2 × 𝐵𝐵2 → 𝐶𝐶2 ,

𝐶𝐶́ = (𝐴𝐴́ × 𝐵𝐵́ ) ∘ (𝑅𝑅1 ∪ 𝑅𝑅2 ) = [ (𝐴𝐴́ × 𝐵𝐵́) ∘ 𝑅𝑅1 ] ∪ [ (𝐴𝐴́ × 𝐵𝐵́ ) ∘ 𝑅𝑅2 ]= 𝐶𝐶́1 ∪́ 𝐶𝐶2

Equation 3-17

where 𝐶𝐶́1 and 𝐶𝐶́2 are the inferred fuzzy sets from rules 1 and 2. Figure 3-3 illustrates the

fuzzy inference process explained above [80]. Here, 𝐶𝐶́ (which is a fuzzy set) is the output
of the fuzzy inference system and defuzzification methods can be applied on it to calculate
the crisp output value [80].
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Figure 3-3: Fuzzy inference for a system with some rules and antecedents
3.3 Methodology
Figure 3-4 presents the methodology used in this research. This research was
conducted in three interlinked phases.
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Figure 3-4: The BIM-based method for safety risk prediction
3.3.1 Phase 1: Identification of Cause-effect for Safety Incidents
In Phase 1, major construction hazards and their causes were identified.
Publications by reputed institutions such as National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH), Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), Worker Safety
Insurance Board (WSIB), and Infrastructure Health & Safety Association (IHSA) were
reviewed as well. According to the above sources, six major safety hazards in the
construction sites are fall, struck by objects, construction machinery hazards, electrocution
hazards, suffocation, and fire hazards. Literature was used to identify the causes of
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construction hazards. Table 3-2 lists the main safety hazards in construction projects and
their main causes.
Table 3-2: Construction safety hazards and their main causes
Fall
Slips

Trips

Struck by
Objects
Inappropriate
Protective
Means

Construction Safety Hazards
Construction
Electrical
Suffocation
Machinery
Striking Labors
Improper
Narrow
and Material
Grounding
Entrance Size

Inappropriate
Protective
Structures
Unsafe
scaffolding

Equipment
collapse or
buckling
Equipment
Overturn

Exposed
Electrical
parts
Inadequate
Insulation

Unsafe
operation

Improper
Housekeeping

Driver Hazards

Overload
Circuits

Lack of Exit
Means

Unsafe
Travel
Restraint
System

Tools and
Equipment

Lack of training

Weather
Condition

Unsafe
Safety Net

Unsecured
Safety Net

Overhead
Power Lines

External
Excessive
pressure on the
soil near the
excavation
Lack of training

Unsafe Fall
Arrest
Systems and
Fall
Restricting
System
Lack of
training

Unsafe
Temporary
Elevator

External
Causes

Unsafe
Hoisting and
Rigging
Struck by
Construction
Machinery
Lack of
Training

Lack of
training

Harsh
Weather
Condition
Unprotected
Edges

Floor holes
and wall
openings
Unsafely
positioned
ladders
Unsafe
scaffolding
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Rare Oxygen
Level

Fire
Electrical
Supplies and
Equipment
Hazards
Evacuation
Hazards
Inefficient Fire
Extinguishing
Systems
Open and
Waste Fire
Hazards
Inappropriate
Fire Protection
Systems
Flammable and
Combustible
Building
Materials
Lack of
training

Sub-causes about the main causes of construction hazards (Table 3-2), which are
104 in total, were identified from the literature. Similar Tables (appendices A-E) were
developed for other safety hazards.
Table. 3-3: Main causes and sub-causes for fall hazard
No. Main Causes
1
Slips

2

Trips

3

Harsh Weather Condition

4

Unprotected Edges

5

Unsafe Travel Restraint System

6

Unsecured Safety Net

7

Unsafe Fall Arrest Systems and
Fall Restricting System

8
9

Lack of Training
Floor holes and wall openings

10

Ladder Incidents

Fall Hazards
Sub-causes
Low roughness of floor materials
Unsuitable floor coverings
Uneven or damaged floor surfaces
Contaminated floor surfaces, for example, liquid or
grease
Precipitation and freezing
Poor lighting
Trailing cables
Additional material of construction, for example,
extra rebars of concrete reinforcing operation
Deposit materials
Changing the location of labors because of the heavy
wind
Heat exhaustion
Lack of guardrail installation
Improper height of toe boards
Unsafe roof anchor (fixed support system)
Damaged rope
Gaps in the safety net
Inferior quality of the net
Full-body harness vest inferior quality
Damaged lanyard and lifeline
Unsafe connections
Lack of opening and hole covering
Inadequate warning signs
Unsecure footing of the ladder at the base
Defective ladders
Slippery step or rungs
Workers fault while climbing up or down
Improper position of workers on ladders
Ladders toppling because of high winds
Improper position of ladders near electrical lines
Lack of using stabilizers when needed
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11

Unsecure scaffolding

Planks sliding off or breaking
Erecting and dismantling scaffolds
Climbing up and down scaffolds
Improper loading or overloading
Lack of guardrails
Platforms not fully planked
Lack of installation of required components, e.g.
baste plates
Moving rolling scaffolds near overhead electrical
wires
Moving rolling scaffolds with workers on the
platform.

Table 3-4 lists of factors that affect the severity of safety incidents identified from
published literature.
Table. 3-4: Construction accidents consequence severity factors
No.
1
2
3

4
5

Related parameters to the severity of hazard consequences
Fall
Struck by
Machinery
Electrical
Suffocation
Objects or
Machinery
Height of
Height of
Speed of
Electric
Soil Debris
Fall
falling
Machine
Current
Volume
Path
Age of
Age of
Driver fall
Electric
Debris
Worker
Workers
Height
Current
Material
Voltage
Type
Ground or
Collision
Fall
Electric
Cave-in
Floor
Intensity
Location of
Current
Duration
Surface
Machine
Type and
Material
Frequency
Type
Material
Object Type
Age of
Duration of
Age of
Type on the
Worker
Electric
Worker
ground
Shock
Object Mass
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Fire
Fire
Location
Type of
in-fire
Object
Amount
of Fire

Age of
Worker

3.3.2 Phase 2: Fuzzy expert system for safety risk prediction
Safety hazards identified in Phase 1 are associated with stochastic data. Fuzzy logic
can easily model stochastic data and address uncertainties. Therefore, fuzzy logic is used
in this study to assess the safety risk of a construction project.
Safety risk in a construction site (R) is defined as:
R= O⊗C
Equation 3-18
where 𝑂𝑂 is the fuzzy occurrence of a safety risk and C is the fuzzy consequence of the
occurrence [81].

To further explain this study FIS and to clarify each step of the methodology
followed in this study, the process can be defined as follows:
If there are “n” inputs in a FIS, they can be expressed as 𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 and

fuzzy sets for inputs are 𝐴𝐴1𝑙𝑙1 , 𝐴𝐴1𝑙𝑙2 , … , 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗 ,…, 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 , where i shows the corresponding

input and 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗 shows the corresponding membership function of input i. Moreover, since in
this study, FISs are multiple input single-output (MISO) systems, outputs can be shown as
𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙1 , 𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙2 , … , 𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 , … , 𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛. Therefore, the rule(s) of a FIS can be shown as follows:
If 𝑥𝑥1 is 𝐴𝐴1𝑙𝑙1 and 𝑥𝑥2 is 𝐴𝐴2𝑙𝑙2 and … 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 is 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 , then y is 𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 .

In this study, the MIN operator was chosen as the fuzzy operator for applying to

the antecedent part of fuzzy rules. 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) and 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑦𝑦) are the degree of truth of inputs

and the output, respectively. Also, the Mamdani minimum was selected as the implication
method for fuzzy rules. Therefore, the fuzzy set result is expressed as:
𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 = ⋀(𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘 , 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑦𝑦))
𝑘𝑘
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Equation 3-19
where 𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘 = ⋀𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 ⋀𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=1 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) = ⋀(𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴1 𝑙𝑙1 (𝑥𝑥1 ), … , 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ) )

Equation 3-20

where n shows the number of inputs and m shows the number of membership functions of
each input.
In the following, because of selecting the MAX method for the aggregation of fuzzy
set results of all rules, the aggregated fuzzy set can be defined as:
𝑞𝑞
𝐴𝐴́= ⋁𝑘𝑘=1 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘

Equation 3-21

where q shows the fuzzy rule numbers in a FIS.
To generate the crisp output value of this FIS, defuzzification methods use 𝐴𝐴́ parameter.

MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox was used for computations in this research. This software
provides graphical user interfaces, functions, and Simulink blocks for designing and
simulating Fuzzy Logic systems. To model the mentioned risk equation in MATLAB, 14
FISs and 4859 FIS rules were defined for six construction hazards, namely fall hazard,
struck by object hazard, construction machinery hazard, electrical hazard, suffocation
hazard, and fire hazard. The process of modeling the risk equation in MATLAB for
assessing the safety risk of construction projects is divided into two stages.
Figure 3-5 illustrates the methodological framework of the fuzzy expert system.
The two stages in the fuzzy expert system are hazard analysis and risk aggregation. In Stage
1, there are 12 FIS to calculate the occurrence and consequence of hazards. For example,
FIS 1 calculates the occurrence of fall hazards and FIS 2 calculates the consequence of fall
hazards in a construction project. Stage 2 consists of two FIS to assesses the safety risk of
each hazard and also the total risk of a construction project.
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Figure 3-5: Safety risk assessment framework
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Stage 1: Hazard analysis
In Stage 1, the occurrence and consequence of each hazard were calculated. To
calculate these two parameters, one FIS was defined for each hazard. There are 12 FISs in
Stage 1 (FISs 1-12).
To link the safety risk to the construction hazard causes, the following equations
were used:
Calculation of the occurrence of an accident:
The occurrence of a hazard is calculated using FISs 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11, and
Equation 3-22:
𝑂𝑂𝛽𝛽 =
where

𝐴𝐴 𝛽𝛽́ = ⋁𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘=1(⋀𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘=1(𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘𝛽𝛽 , 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

can be one of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11.

𝑘𝑘𝛽𝛽

∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴́ 𝛽𝛽 (𝑍𝑍)𝑍𝑍 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴́ 𝛽𝛽 (𝑍𝑍) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Equation 3-22
(𝑦𝑦))) and 𝛽𝛽 shows the FIS number, which

where 𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘𝛽𝛽 = ⋀𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 ⋀𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=1 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) = ⋀(𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴1 𝑙𝑙1 (𝑥𝑥1 ), … , 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ) )

For example, the occurrence of the fall hazard, FIS 1 with 5 inputs, and 243 rules is
shown in Equation 3-23:
𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =

∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴́ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑍𝑍)𝑍𝑍 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴́ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑍𝑍) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

243
𝐴𝐴 𝑓𝑓́ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = ⋁243
𝑘𝑘=1(⋀𝑘𝑘=1(𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
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𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑

Equation 3-23
(𝑦𝑦))

where 𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = ⋀5𝑖𝑖=1 ⋀3𝑗𝑗=1 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) = ⋀(𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴1 𝑙𝑙1 (𝑥𝑥1 ), … , 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴5 𝑙𝑙3 (𝑥𝑥5 ) )
The area of unprotected

The height of unprotected scaffolds occurrence

floor openings occurrence

(Membership function: High)

(Membership function: Low)

Calculation of the consequence of an accident:
The consequence of a hazard event is determined using FISs 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12,
and Equation 3-24:
𝐶𝐶𝛾𝛾 =

∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵́ 𝛾𝛾 (𝑍𝑍)𝑍𝑍 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵́ 𝛾𝛾 (𝑍𝑍) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Equation 3-24

where 𝐵𝐵 ́𝛾𝛾 is a fuzzy set and the result of the aggregation of all fuzzy rules in the mentioned
FISs.

Hazard analysis includes 4 steps, namely determining inputs and outputs,
determining membership functions, determining fuzzy rules, inference engine, and
defuzzification. Details of each step are presented below.
i)

Determining inputs and outputs
To model the FIS in MATLAB, it is necessary to define inputs and outputs. Table

3-5 shows the numbers of inputs and outputs of 12 FISs in Stage 1. In this research, the
multiple inputs and single-output (MISO) FIS type were used for this purpose. Overall,
there are 37 inputs, which are presented in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5: Inputs and outputs of FIS

Input
Output

FH
5
1

SOH
4
1

Occurrence
MH EH
4
4
1
1

Stage 1(FIS 1-12)
SH FIH FH
4
4
2
1
1
1
Sum = 37
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SOH
2
1

Consequence
MH EH
2
2
1
1

SH
2
1

FIH
2
1

Inputs of this system were selected based on the hazard sub-causes identified in
Phase 1 of this study. Sub-causes were identified based on previous research and BIM
capability. Table 3-6 shows the inputs and outputs of one example in Stage 1.
Table 3-6: Inputs and outputs of FIS
Stage 1 (FISs 1-12)
Example: Fall hazard

Occurrence
Input
The area of unprotected floor openings
(AFO)
The area of unprotected wall openings
(AWO)
Floor material roughness (FMR)

Output
Fall hazard
Occurrence

Consequence
Input
Output
Age of worker
Fall hazard
consequence
severity
Height of fall

The height of unprotected floors
(edges) (HF)
The height of unprotected scaffolds
(HS)

i)

Determining membership functions
Triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy membership functions have been commonly used

in previous research [82]. In the present study, both triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy
membership functions were used. Membership function linguistic variables for both
occurrence and consequence sections were selected based on previous studies such as
Amiri et al. [17]. Linguistic terms of all inputs for calculating the occurrence of hazards
are described as “low,” “medium”, and “high”. However, the range of membership for
inputs was determined based on the literature. Moreover, the linguistic terms of inputs for
calculating the consequence of hazards are not similar. Outputs of FISs 1-12 were provided
as the input for FIS 13. Table 3-7 represents the membership function of the outputs of
Stage 1. To provide the categorization in Table 3-7, some previous studies such as those of
Gurcanli & Mungen, Liu, and Tsai were used [82][83].
Table 3-7: Membership function of outputs of Stage 1
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Rare
(0, 0, 20)

Unlikely
(10, 30, 50)

Insignificant
(0, 0, 20)

Minor
(10, 30, 50)

i)

Occurrence
Possible
(30, 50 ,70)
Consequence
Moderate
(30, 50 ,70)

Likely
(50, 70, 90)

Almost Certain
(80, 100, 100)

Major
(50, 70, 90)

Catastrophic
(80, 100, 100)

Determining fuzzy rules
Fuzzy rules were defined based on previous studies [84][83][81][17]. The number

of fuzzy rules can be determined according to the number of fuzzy set membership
functions and the number of inputs of FISs. For instance, Table 3-8 shows examples of
fuzzy rules used in FIS 1. As shown in Table 3-8, if the floor material roughness (FMR) is
“Low”, the area of unprotected floor openings (AFO) is “Low”, the area of unprotected
wall openings (AWO) is “Low”, the height of unprotected floors (HF) is “Low”, and the
height of unprotected scaffolds (HS) is “High”, then fall hazard occurrence is “Likely”.
Appendix F lists complete fuzzy rules of fall hazard.
Table 3-8.: Inference rules of FIS 1
Rules

FMR

AFO

IF
AWO

HF

HS

Then
Fall hazard
Occurrence
Possible
Possible
Likely
Possible
Likely

1
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
2
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
3
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
4
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
5
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
.
.
.
163
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Rare
164
High
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Unlikely
165
High
Low
Low
Low
High
Possible
166
High
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Unlikely
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
243
High
High
High
High
High
Almost Certain
Note: the floor material roughness (FMR); the area of unprotected floor openings (AFO); the
area of unprotected wall openings (AWO); the height of unprotected floors (HF); the height of
unprotected scaffolds (HS)
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Table 3-9: Rule number of FISs
Stage 1
Hazards

Fall hazard

Occurrence

Consequence

FIS 1

FIS 2

Input

Output

Rules

Input

Output

Rules

5

1

243

2

1

15

FIS 3
Struck by objects hazard

4

FIS 4

1

81

2

FIS 5
Construction machinery hazard

4

4

1

81

2

4

1

81

2

4

15

1

15

FIS 10

1

81

2

FIS 11
Fire hazard

1
FIS 8

FIS 9
Suffocation hazard

15

FIS 6

FIS 7
Electrical hazard

1

1

15

FIS 12

1

81

Sum =

648

2

1

15

Sum =

90

Sum = 738 rules

i)

Inference engine and Defuzzification
The center of area method (COA) is used as the defuzzification method. Figure 3-

6 presents the structure of fall hazard occurrence. Every row in this figure shows a rule and
each column shows a sub-cause of a fall hazard. Therefore, there are five input variables
and one output. Inputs are extracted from a BIM model. This process is further explained
in Phase 3.
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Figure 3-6: Rule viewer of fall hazard occurrence
Stage 2: Risk aggregation
In Stage 2, the occurrence and consequence of each hazard are used as the inputs
to calculate the safety risk of each hazard. FIS 13 is used to calculate the safety risk of each
hazard. Moreover, FIS 14 is applied to calculate the total safety risk of a construction
project.
The safety risk (𝑅𝑅) of each hazard can be defined as follows:
𝑅𝑅𝜆𝜆 =

∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶́ 𝜆𝜆 (𝑍𝑍)𝑍𝑍 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶́ 𝜆𝜆 (𝑍𝑍) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Equation 3-25

where 𝐶𝐶 𝜆𝜆́ = ⋁𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘=1(⋀𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘=1(𝛼𝛼 ́𝑘𝑘𝜆𝜆 , 𝜇𝜇𝛽𝛽 ́𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑦𝑦))) and 𝜆𝜆 shows the hazard name.
𝑘𝑘𝜆𝜆

where 𝛼𝛼 ́𝑘𝑘𝜆𝜆 = ⋀𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 ⋀𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=1 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) = ⋀(𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴1 𝑙𝑙1 (𝑥𝑥1 ), … , 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚 (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ) )

For example, the risk of the fall hazard is expressed by Equation 3-26:
𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =

∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶́ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑍𝑍)𝑍𝑍 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶́ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑍𝑍) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Equation 3-26
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25
𝐶𝐶 𝜆𝜆́ = ⋁25
𝑘𝑘=1(⋀𝑘𝑘=1(𝛼𝛼 ́𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , 𝜇𝜇𝛽𝛽 ́𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(𝑦𝑦))

where 𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = ⋀2𝑖𝑖=1 ⋀5𝑗𝑗=1 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) = ⋀(𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴1 𝑙𝑙1 (𝑥𝑥1 ), … , 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴2 𝑙𝑙5 (𝑥𝑥5 ) )
The occurrence of fall hazard

The consequence of fall hazard

(Membership function: Rare)

(Membership function: Almost certain)

The total risk of a project (𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 ) can be defined as follows:
𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 =

∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡 (𝑍𝑍)𝑍𝑍 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∫𝑍𝑍 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡 (𝑍𝑍) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

4096 ′′
𝑡𝑡= ⋁4096
𝑘𝑘=1 (⋀𝑘𝑘=1 (𝛼𝛼 𝑘𝑘 , 𝜇𝜇𝛽𝛽 ′′

Equation 3-27
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑘𝑘

(𝑦𝑦)))

where 𝛼𝛼 ′′ 𝑘𝑘 = ⋀6𝑖𝑖=1 ⋀5𝑗𝑗=1 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) = ⋀(𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴1 𝑙𝑙1 (𝑥𝑥1 ), … , 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴6 𝑙𝑙5 (𝑥𝑥5 ) )
The safety risk of fall hazard

The safety risk of fire hazard

(Membership function: Very Low)

(Membership function: Extreme)

The steps of Stage 2 are explained below.
i) Determining inputs and outputs
The occurrence and consequence of each hazard are the inputs of FIS 13. Moreover,
the risk of each construction hazard is the output of this FIS. FIS 14 determines the total
project risk based on the six construction hazard risks (i.e., fall hazard and struck by object
hazard). It is of note that the type of FISs in Stage 2 is MISO.
ii) Determining membership functions
The input membership functions of FIS 13 in Stage 2 are like the membership
functions in Stage 1. The membership functions of the output of FIS 13, inputs, and outputs
of FIS 14 are determined based on previous fuzzy-based studies in the construction industry
[84][83][81][17]. These functions are presented in Table 3-10.
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Table 3-10: Membership function of outputs of FIS 13 and the input and output of
FIS 14
Linguistic Term
Very Low
Low
Medium
High
Extreme

Fuzzy Number
(0, 0, 10, 20)
(10, 20, 30, 40)
(30, 40, 60, 70)
(60, 70, 80, 90)
(80, 90, 100, 100)

i) Determining fuzzy rules
In this stage, fuzzy rules for FIS 13 and 14 were defined to calculate the total risk
of a construction project. Table 3-11 shows the rule base of FIS 13.
Table 3-11: Inference rules of FIS 13
Rules
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Hazard Occurrence
Rare
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Almost Certain
Rare
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Almost Certain
Rare
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Almost Certain
Rare
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Almost Certain
Rare
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Almost Certain

IF

Hazard Consequence
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Minor
Minor
Minor
Minor
Minor
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Major
Major
Major
Major
Major
Catastrophic
Catastrophic
Catastrophic
Catastrophic
Catastrophic
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Then
Hazard Risk
Very Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Extreme
Extreme
High
High
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme

i) Inference engine, defuzzification, and result interpretation
The inference engines of FIS 13 and 14 in Stage 2 use the following operators:
“min” method for implication, “max” method for aggregation, and “centroid” for
defuzzification.
The defuzzified value should be interpreted into understandable terms to be useful
for construction managers or experts. The five-level safety risk interpretation was defined
based on previous construction safety risk analysis [84][83]. The proposed methodology
determines the degree of membership of safety risks to each safety risk level. The use of
linguistic expressions reflects the vague, imprecise, and fuzzy atmosphere of a construction
site. Table 3-12 shows the interpretation of each safety risk level.
Table 3-12: The interpretation of each safety risk level
Risk Level
Very Low

Fuzzy Numbers
(0, 0, 10, 20)

Low

(10, 20, 30, 40)

Medium

(30, 40, 60, 70)

High

(60, 70, 80, 90)

Extreme

(80, 90, 100, 100)

Interpretation
Risk is very low and hazardous conditions are
eliminated or mitigated. No prevention and
improvement measures are required.
Risk is low and acceptable. Almost all the measures are
taken. No improvement measures are required.
Risk is moderate and some sort of safety measures exist.
However, general prevention and improvement
measures are required.
Risk is high and accident risk remains. Hazard
prevention measures are required immediately to reduce
the risk.
Risk is extreme and no measures are taken. Construction
must be terminated until the risk is reduced.

3.3.3 Phase 3: BIM integration
Project-specific data are obtained from a BIM model. BIM models contain
comprehensive data and information from a construction project. The proposed fuzzy
expert system was linked with BIM using the external links. “Ideate BIMLink” software
was interlinked with Autodesk Revit as a plug-in to obtain safety risk-related data from the
BIM model [85]. Using this software plug-in is necessary since Autodesk Revit is not able
to generate the .xls file format. Moreover, to interlink BIM with FIS, this file format must
be generated. MATLAB reads the .xls file format containing safety risk data. The fuzzy118

based expert system automatically loads the intended data for each section and starts
calculating the safety risk of the construction project.
3.4 Case Study and Findings
The proposed framework for assessing construction project safety risk was
validated through a case study. Since FIS rules have been derived based on North American
standards, a case study located in the city of Windsor in Canada was selected in this
research. This building with 1830 𝑚𝑚2 the gross floor area was constructed in early 2020. It

is noteworthy that no hazardous substances have been used in this project. Furthermore, as
per the safety incident report sent by the project contractor, this project had no safety
incidents.
These data were used to demonstrate and validate the proposed fuzzy expert system.
First, a BIM model of the building was prepared in Autodesk Revit using building drawings
(Figure 3-7). Then, the mentioned BIM and FIS integration process was performed to
derive BIM data and determine the project risk level.

Figure 3-7: The Case study building 3D BIM model
Figure 3-8 shows the safety risk assessment procedure. The interpretation of
calculated safety risks is provided in Table 3-13. This table shows the safety risk of all
hazards as well as the total risk of the project. The table utilizes the information of Table
3-12 to interpret calculated safety risks. Figure 3-9 depicts the total risk in the risk
membership function.
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Figure 3-8: Case study risk assessment result
Table 3-13: The interpretation of calculated safety risks of the project
Safety Risk
Fall hazard
Struck by object
hazard
Construction
machinery hazard
Electrical hazard
Suffocation hazard
Fire hazard
Total risk

Calculated Value by
defuzzification
20
21.1

Corresponding safety risk level

20

Low (degree of membership = 1)

21.5
20
21.1
25

Low (degree of membership = 1)
Low (degree of membership = 1)
Low (degree of membership = 1)
Low (degree of membership = 1)

Low (degree of membership = 1)
Low (degree of membership = 1)
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Figure 3-9: Procedure of determining linguistic risk expression of the total risk
The centroid of Area (COA) and Middle of Maximum (MOM) was used to
defuzzify the outputs of FISs. According to the results of two defuzzification methods in
14 FISs, the COA method has a higher value in all FISs. Therefore, it is more critical to
use the COA method for safety risk analysis. As mentioned in the previous section, outputs
of Stage 1 will be used as inputs in Stage 2. Outputs of FIS 13 indicate that all hazard risks
are in the “Low” range of safety risk. The total risk of this project is 25, which shows a
low-risk project based on the classification provided in Table 3-12. Thus, this case study
validates the proposed framework of this research since no safety incidents have been
reported in this project.
Based on the information in Figure 3-8, the proposed method determines the safety
risk of each hazard. This will help construction managers to be aware of high-risk safety
hazards in a project. Therefore, they can implement appropriate measures to prevent
accidents for workers.
3.5 Summary
This study integrates BIM with fuzzy logic to improve predictive safety planning
to reduce safety incidents in construction projects. A Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) was
developed based on the causality of safety incidents. The FIS extracts construction project
data from BIM models while automatically assessing the risk of each potential hazard and
the total risk of a project. The proposed method was validated by a case study. This method
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can predict the safety risk of a project and identify the potential hazards before the start of
construction. Furthermore, this system calculates and provides the occurrence,
consequence, and risk of each hazard, which is helpful to identify the reason for high risk
in projects. The proposed method enables construction managers to prevent construction
incidents and enhance the health and safety of construction workers.
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CHAPTER 4
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING (BIM)-BASED MODEL CHECKING TO
ENSURE BUILDING USER SAFETY
4.1 Introduction
Building codes, construction and infrastructure standards, and best practice
guidelines assist the construction sector to reduce hazards, ensure the safety of construction
workers and future occupants, protect the environment and reduce costs [1][2]. Engineers
are required to adhere to the above codes, standards, and guidelines during the detailed
design. Noncompliance with building codes makes building designs unsuitable for
construction. Error with building drawings is a common occurrence in construction
projects [3]. Statistics show that approximately 30% of construction costs are rework
[4][5]. This issue stems from traditional design approaches that have been embedded in the
construction sector. For instance, design engineers have been using 2D drawings to
communicate with contractors. The use of 2D drawings makes design engineers adopt
manual code compliance checking despite the complexity of the constructed asset [6][7].
Even though the construction industry has acknowledged 2D drawings as an error prone
and time-consuming process, reluctance to move from the traditional practices have been
a road block.
Building Information Modeling (BIM)-based rule checking can enhance the
accuracy of compliance checking [8]. The advent of Building Information Modelling
(BIM) has been assisting the construction sector in advancing the design and construction
of buildings [9]. BIM enables creating a virtual model of the building that contains its
physical and functional data [10]. Numerous studies have demonstrated the benefits of
BIM in building design. For example, the 3D model provides better visualization for the
building designer [11]. Moreover, BIM aids in the measurement and quantification of
model parameters [12]. BIM can be used to exchange information and enhance
collaboration between project parties smoothing the construction process [13]. BIM-based
rule checking could identify errors with building models that could consequently reduce
the need for corrections and rework [6].
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BIM-based model checking is defined as a system that considers the configuration
of objects and their relationships to assess a building design without any modifications [2].
BIM-based model checking evaluates a building design based on a set of rules [1]. The
result of the process can be “pass”, “fail”, “warning”, or “unknown” [2]. BIM-based model
checking is a four-step process, namely rule interpretation, building model preparation,
rule execution, and rule reporting [7]. Applications and add-ons in the BIM suite such as
Solibri Model Checker are used in this process. BIM-based rule checking has been
frequently researched by academia in the recent past. For example, Eastman et al. (2009)
and Lee (2010) applied a logical approach to check the occupant circulation rules [2][14].
Ding et al. (2004), Dimyadi et al. (2013), and Ding et al. (2006) used an object-based
approach for rule interpretation to check disabled access to buildings [15]-[17]. Bouzidi et
al. (2012) applied an ontology-based approach for providing technical guides of tile roofs
based on relevant codes [18]. Nguyen and Kim (2012), employed an Autodesk Revit model
checker to check fire safety requirements [19]. Chahrour et al. studied BIM-based rule
checking for clash detection in a USD 75 Million project. This study revealed that rework
can be reduced by USD 15.2 Million through rule checking [20]. Most of the previous
studies have performed model checking by using rules based on the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA), the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC), etc.
Standard rulesets available in model checking applications include some sections such as
general space check, the intersection between architectural components and MEP models,
and architectural models. However, no approach has dealt with BIM-based safety-related
Canadian building codes or the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) standards.
This study presents a BIM-based safety ruleset to check a BIM-model for building
code compliance and to prevent safety hazards for building users. Ontario building code
and CSA standards were reviewed to obtain safety-related guidelines. Accordingly, a
ruleset was developed for use in building model checking. Regardless of the different
approach of this study, in terms of safety rule checking concept, this research is more
comprehensive than recent similar research works in Canada [21] or other countries
[22][23] that have focused on the fire egress codes. The outcomes of this research can aid
building designers in model checking and ensuring the safety of building users.
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4.2 Background
BIM-based rule checking involves rule interpretation, model preparation, rule
execution, and rule reporting. These steps are explained in detail below.
4.2.1 Rule interpretation
Building codes and standards are typically in written texts, tables, and possibly
equations. These rules should be translated into a machine-processable format to be used
in a model checker [2]. This is performed in two ways. In the first method, rules are
translated into computer codes by a programmer [21]. In the second method, rules are
formally translated through the logic of human language [24]. Therefore, construction
industry experts without any programming background can execute the second method of
rule interpretation through the software or plug-in applications [25].
(i)

Programming-based rule interpretation

There are different techniques in interpreting the rules for rule checking
development such as ontological approach, logical approach, and object-based approach
[7]. Each method is explained below:
Object-based approach: Object-based approach is a technique for organizing
knowledge by defining attributes, procedures, rules, and machine learning [26]. Building
rules are represented in a three-stage approach. In the first stage, building codes are
classified. In the second stage, all relevant building objects and rules are identified. In the
third stage, all data and values are stored and maintained in a tabular form as a knowledge
base to establish a knowledge base [27]. CoreNet e-PlanCheck is an example of an objectbased rule checking system that is officially implemented in Singapore [28].
One advantage of this approach is that standard scope can be covered by contextual
concept lattice classes; therefore, rules can be encapsulated within the classes [29].
However, the model developer is entirely responsible to build the concept lattice. Creating
and maintaining a complex concept lattice is a time-consuming and error-prone task [30].
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Logic-based approach: The first-order predicate logic as the most common
language is applied to interpret the natural language. The reason this method is common is
that rules are defined by humans and interpreting rules can be done by translating the logic
in human language statements [31]. In this approach, explicit and implicit logical
conditions such as ‘and’, ‘or’, and ‘If-Then’ are combined and applied to validate and check
a building element [32]. To interpret rules into basic logic, a conceptual graph can be
employed by rule experts without programming knowledge [33]. There are four stages for
translating rules into the conceptual graph.
I.
II.

Identification of the main concept of rules
Identification of independent sub-rules of each rule

III.

Identification of constraints and restrictions identification

IV.

Identification of connections of all elements to develop the proper
conceptual graph.

Then, to support the process of compliance code checking in the BIM environment,
BIM Rule Language (BIMRL) is developed through Structured Query Language (SQL)
[33]. BMRL defines a simplified schema that uses the relational database to facilitate
access to the building data. This approach is useful for unidirectional data processing where
IFC models are loaded into the simplified schema [34].
The advantage of this approach is that predicate calculus constructions provide a
sufficient means for constructing any expression [30]. However, they cannot efficiently
represent the different evaluation strategies of data items for object classes of different
designs. Thus, the final model of predicate logic standard is complicated and arduous to
create and maintain [35].
Ontology-based approach: This approach is based on using a graph that displays
objects and their logical relations [36]. The ontological approach involves four aspects, as
follows:
I.

Developing construction regulation database
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II.

Creating a reasoning model

III.

The capitalization of the database

IV.

Framework validation by integrating all aspects into a prototype [37].

The advantage of this approach is the effective use of computers in the design
process. However, this approach is unable to provide a formal language for describing
models [38]. Hence, it difficult to understand how design classifications are achieved.
Furthermore, this approach does not explain how evaluation provisions are represented,
leading to some problems regarding the understanding of the compliance checking process
[30][38].
(ii)

BIM application-based rule interpretation

Solibri Model Checker (SMC) is a popular BIM application that is used for
checking integrity, quality, and safety BIM models [39]. SMC, which contains built-in
geometry-oriented rules, automatically analyzes and checks virtual building models to
detect any design deficiencies and missing elements [40]. SMC strictly checks model
structure requirements [7]. Furthermore, it provides a user-friendly visualization of the
building model and permits a virtual walk-through. This feature has been used for checking
safety rules related to fall hazard prevention of construction workers [41]. SMC-based
SMART Code system was developed by The International Code Council in North America
to check the reliability of rule checking [2]. The advantages of SMC are (i) the ability of
reading and correct interpreting IFC files exported from a wide range of BIM authoring
tools, (ii) a complete set of spatial operations, and (iii) a high level of maturity (widely used
by designers) [42]. On the other hand, SMC has some advantages such as the lack of formal
and standard schema for the rule definition and rule templates with hard-coded rules [42].
BIM Assure gives users alike visibility into building data. The features of BIM
Assure are cloud-based model viewing (2D/3D), IFC file format supporting, element
classification, data viewing, and editing and rule analysis [42]. The advantages of BIM
Assure are ease of defining rules, low requirements for programming constructs, minimum
domain knowledge required, and proper performance indication [43]. On the other hand,
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the disadvantages of this tool are having no standard schema for the rule definition, low
support for complex rules, no integrated geometry engine, and low interface to other
languages and systems [42][43].
There are plugins for BIM applications such as the Autodesk Revit plug-in that
enable rule checking. Nguyen and Kim (2011) used this possibility to check openings in
firewalls, fire resistance ratings, and horizontal continuity of the firewalls based on the
International Building Code (IBC) in the United States [19]. Although the Revit Model
Review requires a low level of logic or programming constructs, it has some disadvantages
such as no integrated geometry engine, no standard schema for the rule definition, low
support for complex rules, and low interface to other languages or rule checking systems
[42].
Table 4-1 shows the BIM-based approaches and techniques for developing
automated compliance checking. As shown in this table, different rule interpretation
techniques have been used. However, no previous research has interpreted BIM-based
safety rules according to Canadian building codes and CSA standards.
Table 4-1: Approaches and techniques for a rule interpretation
Study

Country

Rule Checking

[27]

Singapore

[2]

Norway

[14]

The U.S.

[33]
[18]

U.S. &
Singapore
France

[15]-[17]

Australia

Technical
Requirements for
Household and
Storey Shelters
Building accessibility
rules
Circulation rule
checking
Fire safety &
accessibility rules
Technical guides of
tile roofs
Disabled access code

[19]

The U.S.

[28]

Singapore

Approach and Techniques
BIM ApplicationProgramming-based
based
SMC
Plug-in
OBB
LB
ONB








Fire safety
requirements
Building service rules
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[32]

Korea

[23]

[45]
[46]



[23]

[2]

[54]
[55]
[56]







[48][49]

[53]





[47]

[21]





[9]

[52]





[41]

[51]





[14][44]

[50]

Building permit
requirements
Turkey
Fire safety
requirements
U.S.
Occupant circulation
rules
The U.S.
Environmental
requirements
The U.K.
Fire safety
requirements
The U.S.
Fall hazard
protection rules
Canada
exterior walls
Hygrothermal
performance
Portugal
Water system
regulations
Australia
Fire safety
requirements
The U.S.
Energy conservation
codes
Norway, U.S. Accessibility,
building habitable
spaces
China
Construction quality
inspection
The U.K.
Sustainability
requirements
Germany
Secure Data-Flow
Compliance Checks
Canada
Fire safety in timber
buildings
Brazil
Fire Fighting in a BIM
environment
China
Green construction
requirements
Korea
Fire safety
requirements
Hong Kong
Building Envelope
Energy Efficiency
*Note: Object-based (OBB); Logic-based (LB); Ontology-based (ONB)
























4.2.2 Model Preparation
In this stage, model developers must properly encode modeling requirements in
IFC to appropriately translate for model checking. To prepare the building model for the
rule checking process, the following steps should be undertaken: (i) model view creation
to derive the required data for a specific type of rule checking and to extract subsets of an
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overall building model, (ii) extracting implicit properties using enhanced objects to derive
new information and compute complex properties, (iii) obtaining the new model to make
an evaluation of certain implicit relations and properties easier, (iv) performance-based
analysis to check rule adequacy, and (v) checking layout rule parameters to check the
building model layout types [57].
4.2.3 Rule Execution
Rule execution brings the BIM model and the corresponding rules together [2].
BIM model should be validated before performing the rule check to ensure properties,
names, and objects are available [25]. Moreover, in the rule execution stage, a management
system is required to coordinate the application of rule modules and their results. This
system checks the completeness of the rule checking and model version consistency [41].
4.2.4 Rule Reporting
Rule reporting validates whether design conditions are satisfactory according to the
ruleset. Rule checking report also provides a graphical report that shows each element of
the BIM model a reference to the source rule [3].
4.3 Methodology
Figure 4-1 illustrates the methodological framework of this research. The four-step
process proposed by Eastman et al. (2009) for BIM-based rule checking was considered in
this research. This research was performed in 5 inter-related steps. In the following, each
step is explained in detail.
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Figure 4-1: Research methodological framework
4.3.1 Step 1. Building Rule Identification
Ontario building code and CSA Standards were reviewed to identify safety-related
guidelines. For this purpose, the safety guidelines of Ontario building codes and CSA
standards were reviewed. Moreover, safety-based rule checking studies such as [33] and
[19] in Table 1 were identified and their approach to finding safety-related rules was
considered.
The list of used codes and standards in this study are as follows: Ontario building
code and CSA A500-16 (building guards), guidelines in CSA Z1002-12 (occupational
health and safety, hazard identification and elimination, and risk assessment and control),
CSA Z259.2.4:15 (fall arresters and vertical rigid rails), CSA Z259.13-16 (manufactured
horizontal lifeline systems), CSA Z1000:14 (occupational health and safety management),
and CSA Z45001:19 (occupational health and safety management system, requirements
with guidance for use included safety-related guidelines). For example, based on CSA
(A500-16-4.1.9.1) and Ontario building code (9.8.8.3.), “the minimum height of guards
within dwelling units shall be not less than 900 mm high”.
The safety-based rules and standards used in this study are classified as follows: (i)
egress analysis which deals with issues such as number and location of means of egress,
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(ii) stairs and steps to check stairs and step dimensions and configuration, (iii) ramps to
check the slope and dimension of ramps, (iv) landings to deals with the location and
dimension of landings in a building model, and (v) handrails and guards to check the
existence and height (if exists) of building guards.
4.3.2 Step 2. Decision Table Preparation
The object-based decision table was developed to show the geometric information
of objects based on the relevant rules from the Ontario building code and CSA standards.
Table 4-2 shows the decision table that was used for a rule interpretation.
Table 4-2: A summary of object-based decisions
Rule
No

Checking
Objects

1

Stairs

Checking
Premise
Required data
Points or
Condition
Stairs, Step, and Railing
Include
True
Stair property

2

Stairs

Stair width

900 mm <
Width

3

Stairs

Over-stair
heights

1950 mm <
Height

4

Stairs

Number of step
risers

Count > 3

nosing-tonosing distance

5

Stairs

Height of stairs

3.7 m < Height

6

Stairs

Length of step
riser

125mm <
length <
200mm

the vertical
height between
any landings
nosing-tonosing distance

7

Stairs

Step Tread
Depth

235mm < depth
< 355mm
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Stair width
measured
between wall
faces or guards
The clear height
over stairs

nosing-tonosing distance

Reference

O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.2.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.2.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.3.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.3.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.4.1)
(Private
stairs)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.4.1)
(Private and
rectangular
stairs)

8

Stairs

Stair Winders

90° < Winder
turn angle

9

Stairs

Stair Winders

30° < Tread
turn angle < 45°

10

Stairs

Include landing

True

11

Stairs

Width of
landing

Width of stair <
Width

12

Stairs

Length of
landing

860 mm <
Length

13

Stairs

Width of
landing

Width of stair <
Width

14

Stairs

Length of
landing

900 mm <
Length

15

Stairs

Width of
landing

Width of stair <
Width

16

Stairs

Length of
landing

230 mm <
Length

17

Stairs

Width of
landing

Width of stair <
Width

Winders that
converge to a
center point
Winders that
converge to a
center point
at the top and
bottom of each
flight of interior
and exterior
stairs
In straight-run
stair which its
landing turning
through is less
than 30
In straight-run
stair which its
landing turning
through is less
than 30
In straight-run
exterior stair
which its
landing turning
through is less
than 30
In straight-run
exterior stair
which its
landing turning
through is less
than 30
30° < landing
turning through
< 90°
30° < landing
turning through
< 90°
90° < landing
turning through

18

Stairs

Length of
landing

Width of stair <
Length

90° < landing
turning through

19

Stairs

Height over
Landings

1950 mm >
Height

The clear height
over landing
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O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.4.5)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.4.5)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)

O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)

O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.4.)

20

Railings
(Handrail)

Include

True

One handrail is
required for
each stair.

21

Railings
(Handrail)

Continuity of
Handrails

True

22

Railings
(Handrail)

Include

False

23

Railings
(Handrail)

Height of
Handrails

865 mm <
Height < 965
mm

Where not
interrupted by
doors
Where obstruct
pedestrian
travels
Where guards
are not required

24

Ramps

Ramp width

Ramps
Width < 860
mm

25

Ramps

Height over
Ramps

Height < 1950
mm

The clear height
over the ramp

26

Ramps

Exterior ramp
Slope

Slope < 1 in 10

Ramp slope

27

Ramps

Interior ramp
Slope

Slope < 1 in 10

Ramp slope

28

Ramps

Rise of ramp

29

Ramps

Include landing

Rise between
floors or
landings < 1500
mm
True

30

Ramps

Include landing

True

31

Ramps

Width of
landing

Width of ramp
< Width

32

Ramps

Length of
landing

860 mm <
Length

Where the slope
of the ramp is
greater than 1 in
12
at the top and
bottom of every
ramp with a
slope greater
than 1 in 50
where a
doorway opens
onto a ramp
In straight-run
ramp which its
landing turning
through is less
than 30
In straight-run
ramp which its
landing turning
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Pedestrian
ramps

CSA (A50016-4.8.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.7.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.7.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.7.3)
CSA (A50016-4.1.9.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.7.4)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.5.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.5.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.5.4)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.5.4)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.5.5)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)

33

Ramps

Width of
landing

Width of ramp
< Width

34

Ramps

Length of
landing

900 mm <
Length

35

Ramps

Width of
landing

Width of ramp
< Width

36

Ramps

Length of
landing

230 mm <
Length

37

Ramps

Width of
landing

Width of ramp
< Width

through is less
than 30
In straight-run
exterior ramp
which its
landing turning
through is less
than 30
In straight-run
exterior ramp
which its
landing turning
through less
than 30
30° < landing
turning through
< 90°
30° < landing
turning through
< 90°
90° < landing
turning through

38

Ramps

Length of
landing

Width of ramp
< Length

90° < landing
turning through

39

Ramps

Height over
Landings

1950 mm >
Height

The clear height
over landing

40

Railings
(Handrail)

Include

True

where ramp
width < 1100
mm

41

Railings
(Handrail)

Handrail
Number

Count = 2

where ramp
width > 1100
mm

42

Railings
(Handrail)

Continuity of
Handrails

True

43

Railings
(Handrail)

Include

False

44

Railings
(Guardrail)

Include

Guards
True

Where not
interrupted by
doors
Where obstruct
pedestrian
travel
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The surface
elevation
difference
between the

O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)

O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)

O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.6.4)
CSA (A50016-4.8.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.7.1)
CSA (A50016-4.8.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.7.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.7.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.7.3)
CSA (A50016-4)

walking surface
and the adjacent
surface > 600
mm
The elevation
difference
between the two
sides of the
door > 600 mm
interior stair
risers > 2
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Railings
(Guardrail)

Include

True

46

Railings
(Guardrail)

Include

True

47

Railings
(Guardrail)

Include

True

48

Railings
(Guardrail)

Include

True

49

Railings
(Guardrail)

Height of
guards

Height > 900
mm

50

Railings
(Guardrail)

Height of
guards

Height > 920
mm

For required
exit stairs

51

Railings
(Guardrail)

Height of
guards

Height > 1070
mm

Around
landings
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The elevation
difference
between the
openable
window sill and
finished floor >
480 mm
The elevation
difference
between the two
sides of the
window < 1800
mm
The clear height

O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.1)
CSA (A50016-4)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.1)
CSA (A50016-4)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.1)
CSA (A50016-4)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.1)
CSA (A50016-4)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.1)
CSA (A50016-4.1.9.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.4)
CSA (A50016-4.1.9.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.4.)
CSA (A50016-4.1.9.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.3)

52

Railings
(Guardrail)

Height of
guards

Height > 1500
mm

53

Railings
(Guardrail)

Height of
guards

Height > 1500
mm

54

Railings
(Guardrail)

Opening in
guards

Diameter < 100
mm

55

Doors (Exit)

56

Doors (Exit)

57

Doors (Exit)

Exit width

Width > 800
mm

58

Doors (Exit)

Exit width

Width > 1210
mm

59

Corridors

Corridor width

Width > 1100
mm

60

Doors (Exit)

Door Height

Height > 2100
mm

Where the
elevation
difference
between
exterior stairs
and above
adjacent level >
10m
Where the
elevation
difference
between
landings and
above adjacent
level > 10m
Railing
(guardrail)
opening

Egress analysis (Means of Egress)
Include
True
if space is set to
be a fire exit
space, it must
have a fire exit
door
Exit width
Width > 900
Emergency exit
mm
doors
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Where there is
only one door
leaf or multipleleaf with one
active leaf
Where multipleleaf doors are
installed with
two active
leaves
Corridor used
by the public,
and exit
corridor
The clear height
in exits and
access to exits

O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.4)
CSA (A50016-4.1.9.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.4)
CSA (A50016-4.1.9.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.4)
CSA (A50016-4.8.3.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.8.8.5)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.9.2.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.9.3.2)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.9.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.9.6.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.9.3.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.9.3.4)

61

Floors

Floor height

Height > 2030
mm

62

Ceilings

Ceiling height

63

Ceilings

Ceiling height

Height > 2000
mm

64

Ceilings

Above Ceilings

Height > 400
mm

Ceiling Height
Height > 2100
mm

The clear
opening height
of doorways

O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.9.6.2)

Ceilings in
passage, hall, or
main entrance
The clear height
in a storage
garage
Clearance
above
suspended
ceilings

O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.5.3.1)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.5.3.3)
O. Reg.
332/12: BC
(9.5.3.3)

4.3.3 Step3. Rule set Preparation
BIM library includes information about objects such as geometry and necessary
level of detail, geometric relations, name attributes, and domain-specific attributes. Based
on the BIM library, the customized parametric rule-set file (BIM-based safety rules) is
created using a model checking application (SMC). First, available rule templates in SMC
were reviewed to identify the appropriate template related to each rule in the decision table
(Table 4-2). Second, based on the rules identified in step 1, safety classes for rule checking
were defined in SMC. Eventually, the ruleset classes were customized based on the 64 rules
in the decision table.
4.3.4 Step 4. BIM Object Checking
Validation of BIM objects was carried out based on the level of detail and
specifications required by decision tables. Object validations before BIM include the
correctness of required attribute value, the correctness of embedding an attribute within a
BIM object, and the relationships between objects within a building model.
4.3.5 Step 5. Building Model Diagnosis
In this step, the building model is checked and the design errors are determined
through a detailed report. A graphical reporting indicates BIM elements that do not comply
with standards and building codes after the rule execution. Based on the model checking,
the respective element is defined as, accepted, rejected, critical severity (major), moderate
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severity (normal), and low severity (minor). Table 4-3 presents an instance to determine
the difference between severity parameters. Implementation guidelines and best
management practices for BIM-based predictive safety management are provided in the
comment box in the detailed report.
Table 4-3: Severity parameters
Severity
Calculation
Stair Max Steps

Calculation Description

Severity

The difference between the actual number of steps of a stair and Critical
the maximum number of steps is greater than 50% of the
maximum number of steps.
The difference between the actual number of steps of a stair and Moderate
the maximum number of steps is between 2 steps and 50% of the
maximum number of steps.
The difference between the actual number of steps of a stair and Low
the maximum number of steps is 1.

4.4 Case Study: The Method Implementation
To implement the methodology of this study, the Center for Automotive Research
and Education (C.A.R.E) building as a part of the University of Windsor located in
Windsor (Ontario) is modeled and used as the case study of this research. This 2-story
building was founded in 1857 and renovated in 2014. The building is classified as an
educational building.
An IFC file was used to transfer building data to the Solibri Model Checker. The
exported IFC file format from the Autodesk Revit entails all details with a high level of
detail. As presented in Table 4-1, SMC has been used by previous researchers to check
safety rules such as building evacuation, fall protection for workers, building safety design,
and accessibility. Therefore, due to the specific set of requirements in the decision table
(Table 4-2) and regarding the existence of required templates to create the safety ruleset,
SMC was utilized to create the ruleset and check the BIM model. The existence of required
elements for the safety rule checking process was checked in the IFC file and compared
with the Revit model. This measure was performed to verify that the IFC file contains all
required elements for the rule checking process.
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Figure 4-2. The C.A.R.E building used for the case study
The BIM-based safety ruleset file was coded in SMC. This file was imported into
the rule checking section of SMC software to execute rules and report the result of code
checking.
Table 4-4 provides a summary of the model checking report. This report determines
whether each component meets the standard requirements or not. Moreover, it detects
clashes between building objects and the number of components that met the standard
requirements. The detailed report informs designers of each problematic element and
compares the designed value with the standard value of that parameter.
In this case study, there is no “rejected” or “major” error. Therefore, it shows that
this case study does not need to be entirely redesigned. However, several “normal” errors
indicate the need for a major revision in the parameters of the “means of egress” section.

Normal

Minor

Stairs
The model should have stairs
The model should have stairs
Stair width

Major

BIM-based Safety Standards

Rejected

Accepted

Table 4-4: The safety code checking report (Summary section)

x

x
x
x

OK
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OK
OK
OK

Height over stairs
Maximum height of stairs
Stair winders
Step riser height
Step tread length
Minimum number of risers
Ramp width
Ramp-Ramp intersections
Height over ramps
Ramp slope
Staircase landings
Required handrail (ramp)
Continuity of handrails (ramp)
Required handrail (stair)
Continuity of handrails (stair)
Required handrail (Ramp2)
Height of handrails (Stair)
Height of handrails (ramp)

x
x

x

OK
x
OK
x
x
x
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
x

Guards
Required Guards 1
Required Guards 2
Required Guard 3

x
x
OK

Egress analysis (Means of Egress)
Escape Route Analysis
Escape route analysis from office spaces
If space is set to be a fire exit space, it has to have a
fire exit door
The model should have exits
Large spaces must have more than one door
Fire compartment area must be within limits
Firewalls must have the correct wall, door, and
window types
Spaces must be included in fire compartments
The model should have stairs
The model should have exits
Spaces must be connected to doors
The model should have spaces
Ceiling Heights
Suspended ceiling-suspended ceiling intersections
Suspended ceiling intersections
Floor heights
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x
x
x
x
OK
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
OK
OK
x
x
OK

OK

Clearance above suspended ceilings

x

Doorway
Door width
Door height
Clearance in front of doors
Spaces must have doors

x
x

OK
x
x

SMC allows users to graphically reference errors in the model. Figure 4-3 indicates
three instances of the graphical report and the source of rules in SMC for the case study.
SMC returned the following safety issues with the building design.

Figure 4-3: The graphical report
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a methodological framework was developed for rule checking, and
the safety-focused ruleset for BIM-enabled building construction projects in Ontario,
Canada. A comprehensive review was conducted to determine safety-related regulations,
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standards, and best practices included in the Ontario Building Code (OBC) and standards
published by the Canada Standards Association (CSA). Identified safety standards were
defined in Solibri Model checker software as a ruleset. A case study was conducted to
demonstrate how the proposed ruleset is implemented. The developed safety ruleset
enables design engineers to directly employ it for rule checking in construction projects in
Ontario, Canada. Moreover, the proposed framework enables an accurate and fast
evaluation of building designs to ensure safety compliance according to building code,
standards, and guidelines. The outcomes of this research will guarantee occupant safety
through a proper design. Moreover, they can support promoting BIM in the Canadian
construction industry.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION, CONTRIBUTION, AND LIMITATIONS
In this chapter, the thesis conclusions and contributions of this study are presented,
the strengths and limitations of this study are illustrated, and recommendations are
provided for potential future research directions.
5.1 Summary and Contributions
Contemporary construction management requires large volumes of data for
efficient project delivery. Yet, access to key construction management data is still a major
challenge primarily due to implementation issues. The new line of thinking in management
has been moving toward predictive decision-making methods with the aid of artificial
intelligence. However, the construction industry has been lagging on embracing modern
management concepts. Hence, it is vital to re-engineer construction management to be on
par with industries such as manufacturing. The advent of Building Information Modeling
(BIM) has led to creating a paradigm shift in construction management. BIM is an
information repository that could support the implementation of state-of-the-art
management techniques in the construction sector. This research presented BIM-based
methods for improving predictive safety planning in the construction industry. The
conclusions of this study are as follows:
A strategy map was presented to support decision making in construction projects
based on the comprehensive literature review provided in chapter 2. The proposed roadmap
indicates BIM-based techniques in each section of construction management to support
predictive decision making. Moreover, the roadmap determines the outcome of the BIM
integrated methods to improve the decision-making in key stages of the project life cycle,
meaning conceptual development, design, procurement, and construction. Moreover, the
list of an organizational process that supports the implementation of BIM in a construction
project was presented, which will eventually support predictive decision making. The
proposed strategy map demonstrates that investing in BIM aids construction managers to
appropriately manage their projects and prevent cost overrun, time overrun, and safety
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incidents. Figure 5-1 illustrates the outcomes and benefits of identified BIM-based methods
for improving decision making in each stage of a project.
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BIM-based Approach
Schedule
Management

Outcomes
Collaboration and Information
Sharing

Lean Construction
Philosophy

Increase Acceptance
Facility Management
Improvement

LPS-WMS-RFID-DES

Project Sequencing Optimization
Data-asset Management

Saving Time
Cost Reduction
Improve Energy Efficiency and
Sustainability
Visualization Improvement
Conflict and Clash Detection
Safety Improvement

Economic Evaluation
Cost optimization

LPS-SW-LCC

Safety
Management
Collaboration
Communication
Enhancement

Automated Cost
Estimation Model
GIS-SW-PFA-LPS

Automated
Schedule Model

Automated Cost
Estimation Model

Clash detection

Clash Detection

GA -API-CBIR-LS

EVA-CBA-PFA

Automated Schedule
Model

Automated Cost
Estimation Model

Clash detection

Clash Detection
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Quality
Management
Collaboration
Communication
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Cost optimization
Schedule Overlap
Minimizing
GA -GIS-SW- CBIR

Increased Plan Quality

Cost
Management

Safety
Planning
and Scheduling

RFID-UWB-SWB

Defect Management
Enhancement

UAV-AR-WSN-GIS

Hazard Detection

WSN-AR- UAV

Automated Progress
Monitoring

GA-FST-AR-UAV

Safety Planning
and Scheduling

LS -3PCM-GIS

Construction
BIM integrated Tools

Procurement
BIM integrated Tools

Design

BIM integrated Tools

Automated Progress ConceptualiMonitoring
zation

VR-UAV-AR

LS -GIS-UWB

BIM integrated Tools

Organizational Process Requirements
Investing on BIM

Mandating BIM for big
projects implementation

Expand BIM training
system

Easier access to historical
data for BIM managers

Figure 5-1: Roadmap of predictive decision-making improvement
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* Note: Radio frequency identification device (RFID); Ultrawideband (UWB); Smart whiteboard
(SWB); Global positioning system (GPS); Geographic information system (GIS); Web map service
(WMS); Four-dimensional augmented reality (D4AR); Life cycle costing (LCC); Semantic Web
technology (SW); Discrete event simulation (DES); Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV); Augmented reality
(AR); Wireless sensor network (WSN); Pareto front analysis (PFA); Content-based image retrieval (CBIR);
Genetic algorithm (GA); 3D point cloud models (3PCM); Laser scanning (LS); Fuzzy set theory (FST);
Cost benefit analysis (CBA); Earned value analysis (EVA); Application programming interface (API);
Virtual reality (VR); Case-based reasoning (CBR); Rule-based reasoning (RBR).

Chapter 3 proposed a BIM-fuzzy framework for the safety risk assessment of
construction projects. This method can predict the safety risk of a project and identify the
potential hazards before the start of construction. Owing to the capability of this system to
interlink the FIS risk assessment system with BIM, the required information for calculating
the safety risk is driven automatically from a BIM model. This feature eliminates human
errors and reduces the time of risk assessment. Furthermore, this system calculates and
provides the occurrence, consequence, and risk of each hazard; which is helpful to identify
the reason for high risk in projects. The mentioned features of the proposed approach aid
managers to easily conduct a risk assessment for each stage of projects and prevent safety
incidents in construction sites. Thus, the level of health and safety for workers in
construction projects can be enhanced.
In Chapter 4, a BIM-based rule checking approach is presented to reduce the safety
risk for building residents. This study developed a safety-based model checking ruleset for
the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry. This approach enables an
accurate and fast evaluation of building designs to ensure safety compliance according to
building code, standards, and guidelines. Moreover, a methodological framework was
developed to check the compliance with guidelines for safety. Although this study provides
a decision table and rule checking process based on the Ontario building code, the
methodological framework can be customized to suit other provinces and countries. The
proposed framework can identify safety errors in a building design. The generated report
of this method informs designers whether the building design requires redesign or major
revision or minor revision. Moreover, regarding the object-based classification of the
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ruleset, the graphical and detailed reports indicate the specific model elements with errors.
Identifying design errors enables the project manager to develop a precise quantity takeoff and schedule and more importantly ensures the safety of the building.
5.2 Contributions
This research is expected to deliver two unique contributions that would assist in
improving the safety of construction workers and building residents.
A BIM-based FIS for safety risk assessment of building designs: This research
integrated BIM with fuzzy logic to address the data uncertainty challenge in predictive
safety planning of construction projects. The proposed method addresses the deficiencies
of current non-BIM-based approaches related to extracting accurate building data for
predicting the safety risk of a project. Moreover, this system enables construction managers
to assess the safety risk of a project using a BIM model.
A Canadian BIM-based ruleset for building resident safety: This study
proposed a safety-based ruleset for buildings in Canada. There are numerous rule checking
systems available in the literature which have conducted rule checking process based on
OSHA, NBCC, etc. Moreover, standard rulesets available in model checking applications
include some sections such as structural components. However, no approach has dealt with
BIM-based safety-related Canadian building codes or the Canadian Standards Association
(CSA) and standards. Therefore, this study addressed the gap in safety rule checking
systems and enhanced the safety of building residents. This rule set can be used to assess
buildings constructed in Ontario.
5.3 Limitations of the Study
Limitations of this research are discussed below.
1) The BIM-FIS system:
Unidentified hazard causes: The FISs inputs were defined based on construction
hazard causes. A comprehensive review was performed to identify all construction hazard
main causes and sub-causes. However, due to the complexity of construction projects and
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also a large number of project safety reports, some construction hazard sub-causes may be
added to the provided list in this study. Besides, based on the construction hazard causes
list provided in Chapter 3 of this study, some hazard causes cannot be modeled in a BIM
model to be employed for the safety risk assessment.
Regional limitation: Rules could differ according to regional and national
construction industry guidelines. Therefore, fuzzy expert system inputs would differ in
every region or nation. This research developed these rules based on literature applicable
to North America. Hence, this system is limited to use in North American countries.
Limitation in incorporating the location-based parameters of projects: This
risk evaluation provides a snapshot view of the construction project risk. So, it is vital to
incorporate the location’s specific dynamic nature of the construction site into the risk
evaluation. The proposed method is unable to affect the location and the environmentbased parameters. For example, precipitation can increase the occurrence of slip (which is
one of the main causes of fall hazard) for construction workers.
2) BIM-based safety rule checking system:
Hard-coded rule checking system: This study applied Solibri Model Checker,
which uses hard-coded rules. Hence, the individual steps of the checking process are not
visible and there are limited ways for the users to alter them. Therefore, the user cannot
add a new rule which is not available in the SMC templates.
Regional limitation: The proposed ruleset was developed based on Ontario
building codes and CSA standards. Therefore, since building codes and standards are
different in each region, this ruleset directly can be used to check buildings in Ontario,
Canada.
Data collection and availability: This research uses data from a wide variety of
sources to help create the safety ruleset for the rule checking framework. Many building
codes and standards were found throughout the literature reviews which were selectively
chosen to be incorporated in this framework. Some standards may not be considered in the
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provided decision table due to the extensive and exhaustive list of building codes and
standards.
5.4 Future Research
The extensions that may be made to the scope of this research are discussed below.
1) The BIM-FIS system:
A system to identify hazardous zones: this method could be extended to develop
a system to determine hazardous zones in construction sites in each stage of the project.
The proposed safety risk assessment method of this study can be used by this system to
determine different zones of a construction site in a BIM model. This approach will
provide comprehensive data for predictive safety management.
The use of Artificial Intelligence (AI): AI can automatically identify and address
safety issues. This can be done by integrating the proposed method with a database of
previous safety incidents and migratory measures.
Application Programming Interface (API): API can be used link the FIS with a
BIM-model. This will eliminate the use of external applications such as MATLAB and
IdeateBIMlink. This BIM tool will assist wider implementation of the proposed method.
2) BIM-based safety rule checking system:
AI-based model checking interface: Model checkers cannot make modifications
to a design. Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be used to modify the models based on
identified safety errors. Hence, future research should be directed toward developing an
AI-based model checking interface for BIM applications.
Rule sets for mechanical and electrical systems of a building model: This study
focused on the architectural aspect of a building. Future studies can develop ruleset and
automated safety rule checking systems applicable in structural, plumbing, or mechanical
sections.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: MAIN CAUSES AND SUB-CAUSES OF STRUCK BY
OBJECT HAZARDS
No. Main Causes
1 Inappropriate Protective
Structures

Struck by Object Hazards
Sub Causes
Lack of guardrail installation

3

Inappropriate Protective
Means
Floor holes and wall openings

4

Unsafe scaffolding

5

Improper Housekeeping

6

Tools and Equipment

7

Unsecured Safety Net

8

Unsafe Temporary Elevator

9

Lack of Training

2

Lack of guardrail toe board installation
Short toe boards
Unsecured gaps between the toe boards and the work
surface
Unsecured gaps between adjoining toe boards
Lack of mid-rails and the top rail in guardrails
Lack of using tool lanyards and tethers
Lack of open grating cover
Lack of opening and hole covering
Inadequate warning signs
Planks sliding off or breaking
Erecting and dismantling scaffolds
Climbing up and down scaffolds
Improper loading or overloading
Lack of guardrails
Platforms not fully planked
Lack of installation of required components, e.g. baste
plates
Moving rolling scaffolds near overhead electrical
wires
Moving rolling scaffolds with workers on the
platform.
Unsecured material
Storing material and equipment less than standard
distance from edges
Lack of cleaning debris
Improper stacking of material
Unsecured hand tools in work belts
Incorrect size of carts for carrying material
Unstable carts
Carts without sides
Unsecured extended material over the sides of carts
Gaps in the safety net
Inferior quality of the net
Damaged elevator cable
Unsafe connections
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10

Unsafe Hoisting and Rigging

Lack of exclusion zone existence
Lack of barricades
Lack of warning signs

11

Struck by Construction
Machinery

Working under the path of the overhead load
Unsecured loads
Bad condition of slings and other hardware
Lack of using tag lines to control loads
Lack of using proper lifting containers
Driver lack of attention to construction site and blind
spots
Lack of proper communication between driver and
labors working around(spotters)
Lack of using barricade to protect workers
Driver lack of attention to warning signs
Uncovered moving parts of vehicles
Unflagged underground utilities or electrical lines
Unsafe distance of workers from vehicles
Poor lighting
Improper available width of pathways and turning
points
Potholes, bearing pressures and deficiencies in
pathways
Lack of emergency stop systems existence
Weather condition
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APPENDIX B: MAIN CAUSES AND SUB-CAUSES OF CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY HAZARDS
Construction Machinery Hazards
No. Main Causes
Sub Causes
1
Equipment collapse or Equipment load limit lack of inspection
buckling
Lack of collision avoidance systems
Lack of checking periodic safety of equipment
Improper vehicle assembly
2
Equipment Overturn
Lack of proper communication between driver and labors
working around(spotters)
Driver lack of attention to warning signs
Poor lighting
Improper slope of the construction vehicles’ parking area
Improper available width of pathways and turning points
Lack of emergency stop systems
3
Driver Hazards
Unfastened seatbelt
Driver lack of attention to mounting and dismounting
regulations
Lack of emergency stop systems existence
4
Inadequate training of workers
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APPENDIX C: MAIN CAUSES AND SUB-CAUSES OF ELECTRICAL
HAZARDS
No. Main Causes
1
Improper Grounding
2
Exposed Electrical
parts
3
Inadequate Insulation
4
5
6
7

8

Electrical Hazards
Sub Causes
Removing the ground pin
Intact insulation on electrical cords

Repairing extension cords with tape
Hanging extension cord from sharp objects
Overloaded Circuits
Improper circuit breakers
Weather Condition
Electrical operating in wet conditions
Overhead Power Lines Storing materials or equipment under overhead power
Improper physical barriers
External Causes
Long metal objects deposit near the power lines
Lack of attention to possible states of a crane and boom crane
Unscheduled loading and unloading tasks in the vicinity of
power lines
Unsafe scaffolding near the power lines
Unsecured distance between the power line and equipment
Inadequate training of workers
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APPENDIX D: MAIN CAUSES AND SUB-CAUSES OF SUFFOCATION
HAZARDS
No. Main Causes
1
Narrow Entrance Size
2
Unsafe operation

3

Low Oxygen Level

4

Lack of Exit Means

5

External Excessive
pressure on the soil
near excavation

6

Suffocation Hazards
Sub Causes
Unplanned empty spaces
Unsafe operation without equipment in confined spaces
Operation without gear and safe equipment in narrow confined
spaces
Lack of purging debris and excavated soils near excavation site
Welding, coating or sandblasting tasks in confined spaces
Internal combustion machines in confined spaces
Improper ventilation
Lack of existence of ladder or stairs in hatches
Poor lighting condition
Improper anchorage system for exit means
Lack of existence of safeguards and shoring in trenches

Inappropriate distance to high traffic roads, buildings, walls
and piles
Low safety factor of soil
Inadequate training of workers
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APPENDIX E: MAIN CAUSES AND SUB-CAUSES OF FIRE HAZARDS
No. Main Causes
1
Electrical Supplies and
Equipment Hazards

2

Evacuation Hazards

3

Inefficient Fire
Extinguishing Systems

4

Open and Waste Fire
Hazards

5

Inappropriate Fire
Protection Systems

6

7

Flammable and
Combustible Building
Materials

Fire Hazards
Sub Causes
Poor installation and maintenance of electrical systems
Faulty or damaged equipment
Unsecure fastened operation at temperatures above 75°C
Unequipped fragile components such as temporary lights
Improper usage of Low-voltage equipment
Long usage of temporary wiring
Insufficient paths of travel to exits
Improper evacuation signage
Obstructions in evacuation path
Blocked building’s exits
Inaccessible location of extinguishers
Lack of 3 class of fire extinguishers existence
Unprohibited burning of waste materials
Warming device existence inside the construction site
Out of service Fire sprinkler and other suppression systems
Out of service fire detection and alarm systems
Long term this type of material storing

Unsecure area of storing this type of building materials
Inadequate training of workers
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APPENDIX F: FUZZY RULES OF THE FALL HAZARD OCCURRENCE

‘1. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘2. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘3. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘4. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘5. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘6. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘7. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘8. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘9. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘10. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘11. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)
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‘

‘12. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘13. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘14. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘15. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘16. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘17. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘18. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘19. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Rare) (1)

‘

‘20. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘21. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘22. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘23. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)
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‘

‘24. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘25. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘26. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘27. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘28. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘29. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘30. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘31. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘32. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘33. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘34. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘35. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)
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‘

‘36. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘37. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘38. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘39. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘40. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘41. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘42. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘43. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘44. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘45. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘46. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘47. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)
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‘

‘48. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘49. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘50. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘51. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘52. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘53. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘54. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘55. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘56. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘57. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘58. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘59. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)
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‘

‘60. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘61. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘62. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘63. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘64. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘65. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘66. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘67. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘68. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘69. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘70. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘71. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)
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‘

‘72. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘73. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘74. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘75. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘76. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘77. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘78. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘79. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘80. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘81. If (AFO is Low) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘82. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘83. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)
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‘

‘84. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘85. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘86. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘87. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘88. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘89. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘90. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘91. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘92. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘93. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘94. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘95. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)
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‘

‘96. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘97. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘98. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘99. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘100. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘101. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘102. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘103. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘104. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘105. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘106. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘107. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)
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‘

‘108. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘109. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO
is Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘110. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO
is Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘111. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO
is Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘112. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO
is Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘113. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO
is Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘114. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO
is Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘115. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO
is High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘116. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO
is High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘117. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO
is High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘118. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and
(AWO is Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘119. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and
(AWO is Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)
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‘

‘120. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and
(AWO is Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘121. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and
(AWO is Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘122. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and
(AWO is Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1) ‘
‘123. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and
(AWO is Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘124. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and
(AWO is High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘125. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and
(AWO is High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘126. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and
(AWO is High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)’
‘127. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO
is Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Unlikely) (1)

‘

‘128. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO
is Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘129. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO
is Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘130. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO
is Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘131. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO
is Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1) ‘
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‘132. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO
is Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘133. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO
is High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘134. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO
is High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘135. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO
is High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘136. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘137. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘138. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘139. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘140. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘141. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘142. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘143. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
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‘144. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘145. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘146. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘147. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘148. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘149. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘150. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘151. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘152. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘153. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘154. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘155. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)
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‘

‘156. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘157. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘158. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘159. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘160. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘161. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘162. If (AFO is Medium) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘163. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘164. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘165. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘166. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘167. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)
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‘

‘168. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘169. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘170. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘171. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is High)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘172. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘173. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘174. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘175. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘176. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘177. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘178. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘179. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)
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‘

‘180. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘181. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘182. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘183. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘184. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘185. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘186. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘187. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘188. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘189. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Low) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘190. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘191. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)
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‘

‘192. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘193. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘194. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘195. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘196. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘197. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘198. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘199. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO
is Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘200. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO
is Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘201. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO
is Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘202. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO
is Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘203. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO
is Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)
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‘

‘204. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO
is Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)’
‘205. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO
is High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘206. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO
is High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)’
‘207. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO
is High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘208. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘209. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘210. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘211. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Possible) (1)

‘

‘212. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘213. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘214. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘215. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)
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‘

‘216. If (AFO is High) and (HS is Medium) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘217. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘218. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘219. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is Low)
and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘220. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘221. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘222. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘223. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘224. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘225. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Low) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘226. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘227. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)
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‘

‘228. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘229. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘230. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)’
‘231. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘232. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)

‘

‘233. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘234. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is Medium) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘235. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘236. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘237. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Low) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘238. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘239. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)
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‘

‘240. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
Medium) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘241. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Low) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Likely) (1)

‘

‘242. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is Medium) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1) ‘
‘243. If (AFO is High) and (HS is High) and (FMR is High) and (AWO is
High) and (HFE is High) then (Fall_hazard_occurrence is Almost_Certain) (1)
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